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80ARD PANEL

NOTE 10: Docketing and Service Branch, SECY

FROM: Charles BechhoeferMo' v

RE: Cc.1sumers Power Co., Midland Plant
Docket Nos 50-329 O! & 50-330 OL

The attached documents were sent by
Ms. Mary Sinclair, an intervenor in the OL
proceeding, but apparently were not served
on other parties or on the other Board members.

Please serve these papers together with
this note on all parties.
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5711 Summerset Drive
. -

I

Midland, MI 48640 |

January 19,1983 -|

83 JB 25 go:34

. . .

Judge Charles Bechhoefer, Esq. Q.[ . .
"'

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

5. | 50- .~0L-Washington, D.C. 20555

$ bDest Judge Bechhoefer:4

I am sending you a letter prepared by Billie Ga de of the Government
Accountability Project (GAP) which has accepted the Midland nuclear plant
licensing case as a major project of their organization.

As you know, 3AP, which is a privately funded organization, assists citizens
who are involved in actions where a federal agency has some major responsibility.
In this letter (enclosed) to Dr. Chester Siess, Acting Chairman of the Midland
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards subcommittee, Ms. Garue has pro-
vided a comprehensive overview of what is happening at Midland at the present
time and the extent of the unresolved and, one might even asy, unresolvable
licensing problems that we are facing.

Recently, Consumers Power Co. after an indepth Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mitston inspection last fall, layed off over 1,000 workers and decided to take
out most of the safety systems in the two reactors, the augil .ry building and
the diesel generator building, reinspect them and reinstall them properly. This
means that almost the whole range of safety systems at the Midland plant is now
in question.

It is for this reason that I raise the issue as to the feasibility of dealing with .
operating license contentions Nos. 3 (water hammer), 4 (steam genera.or) and
13 (class 9 accidents). For each of these contentions, it will be almost impossible
for any witness to testify as to the real situation at the Midland plant since so
much of the safety equipr ent is now in question.

After all, we are not licensing some theoretien1 plant, but specifically the
Midland plant.

'

|
Mr. James Keppler noted and emphasized in the CBS national news coverage

of Midland's problems that the "as built" design that his inspectors had found'

did not conform to the engineered design ud specifications. Any testimony

|
based on the engineering design and not the "as built" condition will not reflect

i the realities of what this Board is in the process of licensing.

|
|
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Page Two
Judge Charles Bechhoefer, Esq.
January 19,1983

.I expect to be ready for these contentions as much as possible during the
week of February 14th to the 18th. However, I believe it is prudent to recognize
that since Consumers Power Co. is now reinspecting the aforementioned safety
systems, that any testimony which can be related to them in any way will be,

meaningless.

I also need clarification on *he staff's comments during the last telephone
conference call stating they expect to file a summary disposition on the steam
generator contention.

I believe the perspective of the problems at Midland, as Billie Garde has
set them out may also be useful to you.

Thulk you for your attention to these matters.

Yours sincerely,
- ,

.

Mary Sine r

MS/jt

Enclosure

.
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' Nuclear plant safety
~
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L reinspection ordered :
' (
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More than 1,000 laid St

off at nuclear plant
. By PAULRAU'

paily Nsws staffw riter
Nearly 1.050 manual workera e,m- in the last two days, a total of 1,191 workers have

D' een la,d off at the plant.played by the Bechte! Power Corp. today i
were laid ofTindefinitely from theirjobs
at the Midland nuclearplant, Consumers
Power Co. said.

In the last two days a total of 1,191 Saari said, is financing. "A reduction of
work ers ha ve been laid ofrat the plant. the workforce also is a reduction in our Special Cases, is in town to hear Consum-

Wednesday, Consumers and the U.S. cash flow outlay,"hesaid. ers Nwer's plan to "get the prwram
straightened out,'according to WayneNuclear Regulatory Commission con- In a related development, about 15 Shafer. chiefof the Midland Section.firmed that 151 nuclear plant workers

were laint off Tuesday for unrelated labor officials were told early today that NRC inspectors in the Midland Secuon,

reasons.Thatstoryison page 3. all safety-related work at the plant will be in conjunction with other inspectors
Consumers Power spokesman Norm halted as of next Monday, accordmg to under contract to the NRC, have been per-Fiayd Young, business agent for local forming an inspection of the hardware

Saars gave a number ofreasons for today a 692 of the International Brotherhood of and materials in the nuclear plant'c
layoffs, among them that the utihty has Electncal Workers. diesel genera tor building since Oct.12.
not yet received the NRCa approval to .

begm the major part of work to correct soil
Young said he and other business Shafer said preliminary findings from

agents were told by Consumers and Bech- the mspection were presented to Consum-
problems at the nuclear plant. That part
is addmg new foundations to some nuc- tel oflicials that the safety related work ers on Nov. 24. Today's meeting, which
lesr plant structures, particularly the au-

will be halted until it can be "gone over began at about 11 a.m., was set up to haar

zibary buildmg. with a fine-tooth comb by the NRC. Consumers' response to the findings.
How ever, Saari said he cannot confirm Neitherthe NRCnorConsumers would

The major factor behind today's layoE that all safety.related work will be st P describe the findings before today's meet-
is the uncertainty surrounding the ped Monday. He said some parts of ing, and the parties still were meeting at,

plant's construction sched ule, Saari said. Young's statement are accurate, but p,,,, gj,,,
He said the construction workforce is noted the meeting with the NRC to estab.

pruned each year to adjust for weather lish a plan to complete the Midland pr* THE LAYOFFS involve only Bechtel
conditions but added that is only a mmor ject was still underway. mancal workers; no Consumers, non-
factor and that "no where near' 1.200
workers w ere laid ofilast winter. THE LAYOFFS are " indirectly" re- manual or subcontractor employees (with

Consumers announced earher this. lated to a recent, extensive mspection the exception of1512ack Co. welders) are
month that slippage in the plant's con- conducted by the NRC, Saan said. He de-

affected. The plant now has less than

struction schedule appears hkely. Cur- chned to desenbe the prehmmary inspec- 4.000 totalemployees.
tion findmgs. Land off workers include electricians,

rent projections call for Unit 2 to be
finished and ready for toading of nuclear The la> o% coincide with a meeting this pipefitters, mi!! wrights, boilermakers,

morning with the NRC at the nuclear carpenters. iron workers, laborers, pain-
| fuel by July 1963, and Unit 1 by Decem- plant. tersand eement masons.

ber 1983. Saari acknowledged the layoffs have.

The NRC's pecial inspection team, cal . led to some disturbances among the plantAnother element in the layoff decision.
I~i the Midland Section of the OtTice of

workforce. He said some tires on auto-
mobiles parked at the plant were slashed
Wednesday, but said."We're not in a reac-
tionary mode out here."

....
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$ OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE--PNO-III-82-131 Dato: Decembee L 1982
:1 1'!INARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT

.is praliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of POSSIBLE safety orThe information is as initially received without veri-;alle incerest significance.*

-cetien or evaluation, and is basically all that is known by the staff on this date.
Licensee Emergency Classification:

scility: Consumers Power Company Notification of Unusual EventMidland Nuclear Power Station
AlertUnits 1 & 2 Site Area Emergency

Docket Nos. 50-329 General Emergency
50-330 Not ApplicableMidland, MI 48640 xx

ubject: MAJOR REDUCTION IN SAFETY-RELATED WORK

Consumers Power Company notified Region III (Chicago) personnel December 2, 1982'

thet it was substantially reducing the amount of safety-related work at the Midland-;

site.

The manual construction work force has been cut by 1,000, leaving a -total of 4,000'

Licensee and contractor personnel at the site.
;
S

Region III performed an inspection in October-November 1982 which identified significant
cuality assurance and equipment installation concerns in the diesel generator building.
Partially in response to the NRC findings, the licensee is developing a new project
completion plan to address these concerns and to improve the control of work activities.
This plan led to the reduction in work force. The Licensee's plan includes reducing most
safety-related construction work, recertifying all cuality control personnel, and developing
a program for a 100 per cent reinspection of att installed safety-related components and

Ongoing inspection and maintenance activities, the remedial soils work, andstructures.
nuclear steam supply system work being performed by Babcock and Wilcox are not affected'

by the work reduction. The Licensee plans to develop engineering and construction teams,
each responsible for the ccmpletion of one or more safety-systems.

Tha licensee issued the attached news announcement on December 3,1982. Region III is
responding to news media inquiries. ,

The State of Michigan will be notified.

Region III personnel at the Midland site were notified of the Licensee's actions during a
mteting which began at 10:30 a.m. (EST), December 2, 1982. This information is current
as of 10 a.m. (EST) December 3,1982.

f5 Y ~y< 7)[y
W.Shafe'r R. Warnick A.B. DavisContact:

: 384-384-2656 384-2599 384-2681
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Midland Doily News, Midiond, Ntic higan
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151 nuclear plant welders laid off
!

the work is had,' but said Consunwrs has
Ily l'Alli,R All , revealed by a Septemler audit by the is an example. I'lant owner Connumers

Duity Newu staff w riter Midland Prnint Quahty Assuraner ik- l'ower alw lias reorganiecd its MI'QAD divided tlw pniblems are t=tentially re-

One hundred ond fifty-one welders em- partnwnt IMI'QAD er 1% ton Testing neverui tinws to make st morc efTntive in portable as ennstruction er paperwork de-Griencica. Tlic utihty is to report back to

played by the Zack Co. have turn laid oli inc. Photon Tenting is a subcontnictor re- finding and preventing construction the NitC in 30 days with more informa-
at the Midland nuclear plant due to con- epmaible for ' raining Zack weldern, cer- pn,l.lcms. tion
cerns about their quahficutmns and the tifymg that they are qual Geil niid are IN ADDITION to the layoffs and the l'OltTIONSOFTilE llVACsyntem arcweldmg procedures they were using. w rit ing weld pniculurem for ilV AC work .

according toa federulollicial. The audit rtrommended that 1% tun weldmg halt Shafer maid the qualifita. safety.rel. ital lutu uw, a mong ot twr f une-

The layoffe mean all weldmg nn nafety- Testing he removnt an un approved ton- tiuri of new welders by I'hoton has been

related heating, ventdating umi air n.v - tractor at the Midland pl. ant lwcause the dinamtinued und all mafety retted weld
tioni, they are designed to provide a
habitable atmosphere fier cimtrol nm>m

dationing (IIVACI ducts ut the nuclear firni was not implenwntmg partions of a pnirnfuns have turn withdrawn. Them- verratorn dunng a ra< hat em reitane ucci-

plant has heen halted until the U K Nue- Q A prngram and w um implement ing other actions taken by I'onsumera l'ower unddent.
' lear Regulatory Commi.eion determines p.rtionaimpn.perly Shat'crwind. Ihthtel lutame clicctive at 3 a m. Tues.i

the weldern and their proceduns nutt Shafer said the audit findmgs also re- day,1w und. l'reper functioning of the Midland
Consunwrw Power spoke + man Norman IIVAC ayatem is more entical ifunn atfederal standards for nuclear plant wun k . Elect puorly on Consunwra l'uwer Co.,

Saari sud thne octions w di nuw he taken smw other nucicar platta, accordmg toWayne Shafer, chief of the Midland Itechtel Power Corp. and Zack hwaune
Section of the NHC*a Office of Special those firma let evntrat-tm tu 1% tem Test- developnwnt of new weldmg prute. tlw NRC, Inrau* it also mud pnetett

j Cases, predicted the welders won't tw ing sluth did imt n quire nt to invoke all dunm rncristication of Zack welderm and operatura Inmi a posnihte themical re-
allowed to resume work ma nufety.relatul of theguvernnwnt'n4 A stamlards

evaluationortheirpast work, inme at Ibw Chemical Co , fututed justi

ducts until mid4kccmler. QA is a uvstem of overmspvtum de- The NHC has not yrt determined the
utrunn the Tittahanurince Itiver f rom the

The Ollice of Special Cases is a r,pitial signni to veisfy float nuclear pl.mts are deriougess of the llVAC situation, or nuclear plant.
inspection team i.etnpp by the NHC thm busit uco,rding tu rnier al >prilitations.

whether the rurrective urtions were
QA pn.blema have tlaguni tlw Mid- appn,priate. -If it in determined that the Saari mind weldmg in contmumg on,

,

nummer to look at constqn problena land pn9ert lier years, mystifymg the wehhng was unnuntwJul. it obviuualymonw IIVAC systems whith are sme naIe.at only twe nuclear plants - M idland and will have to le repairni or removat usul av related suc h a* tl=>,c m the plauskNHC umi lcuding it to lurua intene e,tru-* Zimmer,inOhio.
Shafer said the llVAC problems were tiny on the pl.mt. The spirial Mediami replacol.'Sharrr uaid turhmeinuidme

Section inspartion trum twadnll y Shafer Saari naid there sa'sw reawm tu helicie W ___ k ''
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-

COnYrO,
.

i
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.. .. . .' , . . . eBy pat /L p AtJ t .* *

.

DOct| MINTS $1f01tr t*at an Oct:M.DeelyNeweststf wnter ,
% .

l'eur former empsoyees of the lack
,

. ,,, . . 1951. Zacit sots".ed Censursers taat tne
paoermorte p*catems .ere peterets.ilyCerp. have charged inst sne neciear p A report.oie to the NRC tir:cer partgwt venoor duempted to cover up 4 --

.., SM3(e) e' the Ccde of Federalwedasyreae breaadeea in .*
*

C+c u me n t a uen for safety related ? .**'r*. ''M Q g d Regulaunas. The resart Degan. ''Tiiere*g
has teen a breait/ san el t*.e g aa6 stycomponents s.opued to three nuclear ;

.

pp .\,*UdCET asserpace sregrant" ter cMusient.p. sits. erong lasts tne Madisetd Puc. ear
. ., s .a contres..

plant. ,/~'' 4 - :# Feceral s egulduons resuire that I*
The faur. =he went p ibue meta caeir , , , , , , ,

'g ,
. - - fg uts!:ttas Dualtmg exear p.esr p2.ntsg, j ( f -

allegat'uns en a Ch.cago tesevia en report any s grifersat deu.t. oms from.,
.

station Thursday a.gns. ctaem they =eee *
federaicodes atteNRC. *. ..

.

.y.,)farc's fftm their r*os en Zara's Qushsy a-w . 4. h > .# " -- -- '' ' ' L.e 4 m Zack saio in tae report thatAswrence 40 An document.auen secuen
,

of Justice fc.r ereminal preseration. NRC access to tht' eccutients and made
"unadierigee persanser' bad gamedefter taey resor ed the pretedown to compded frem a notartred effidavit

Castuteers Power Co. effeciais at L%e sworn to by coe cf me four employees. off.csals said it.cn mar paperwort **lmproper me taf.c at,ois."24-1664 4 mM4'.anJ plaetw
Dady ?.'eus teiarwie ef the e$ers en taekone estervient **th veolataas had been coatmitted. put taat t'ae report. '' T a e se errors andD4coments in dica te Censumers anat eerMn and w tne case mal act streng etius ca to Coatiewd ca psst 3b*came amare of tre QA tresadow n an group and a va9ety of dccuments that w arra nt #3e Jestace De;artment's.

ai Oetcher inst report from Zack. tuo a p p arently raised between Laca. auention.
'32c ceJ against resorung the preolems C<,nsurners. Be-etet power Corp and Howard said in his sworn sta:enient.

~ ~ --.
to the U .S. Nuclear Regstatery vendors tnat susctied materests to Zaca. whic> is to me sent to the Np.C. "It is a '

.,

C.*m aus"** -.

Coo.es of the traer documenu were fact that ene history of Une Zacs Corp. in * * DThe NitC. =nich b=esme aware of the otitameo ey in. four .niseteesewers ard nuclear contract.ng is fall of vr.i.tanes. b'prraerr.s at Zaet in .sfiy of this year. , , . .

giv*n 44 ce Da,.ly News by G A P. bungstegs ano felonmus messtatements yteas *ts arties uni th.s ween alter seing a..C Ap, n,g. protects and regretents rela ted to material traceabthey. *
ovedeef by 49 official foe tit e persons u t.# uses 4.19 waistie en sraud matersal certificatsen, verder '*

Ges ern meet Accrun:asaity Pro;ect and ace.cs. sed it cautiones see four cert f.cauen. eusnt cation of sua.av '
IG apt. uneen ties effered legal that goent pved v'sth ther a:.ctsficas contrci ps rsonnel and most amno** inuy.
r**restn at.Ja to ce faut ferirar 2aca c~AJ s ep.ra.a4 go.t c.reers. be.1 C AP the purchasd ANS outpsv of heresaree
if'W* *- seed they daceved to seeat det o.e to the shed .a the cor.sittacuan of 8Jctear
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, LLIn!NAR) NOTIFICATION OF EVENT Ch L.s swAL CCJ...as ~:- r.se 224-o. sav . ..a vec.are- ,,c_,.

:

a

~ is' preliminary notification constitutos EARLY notico of cvsnts of POSSIBLE safoty or'

n !dalic interest significar.co. The information .is as initially received without veri-
'icaticn or evaluation, and is basically all that is knosn by the staff on this date.4

Licensee Emergency Classification:
*acility: Consumers Power Company Notification of Unusual Event

~

Midland Nuclear Power Plant Aler's,

Units 1 and 2'
Site Area Emergency

Docket Nos. 50-329 General Emergency ,50-330 '

Not ApplicablexxMidland, MI 48640
.

Iubject: IMADEQUATE QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR HVAC WELDER CERTIFICATION AND PROCEDURE
'

QUALIFICATION .
,.

,

4

All safety-related welding on the heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC)
was stopped November 30, 1972,- after it was determined by the licensee that the quality
assurance program for welder certification and procedure qualification was inadequate..

A licensee QA audit of Photon Testing, Inc., which performed testing of weld samples
;

used in certifying welders and welding procedures, determined that the contractor
did not have an adequate quality assurance program. Photon Testing has subsequently

,

,' bssn removed by the licensee from the list of approved Midland vendors.
-

.

As a result of the audit findings, the HVAC contractor, Zack Company, has discontinued
all welding on safety-related HVAC systems, laying off 151 crafts workers. Zack also
discontinued the certification of new welders and withdrew all safety-related weld
procedures.'

The Photon Testing has performed testing services for HVAC welder and procedure
qualif ications *.since 1980.

Rsgion III (Chicago) personnel are on site and will monitor the licensee's program*

to address the qualification of the Zack welders and procedures and to assess the
j quality of the completed HVAC welding work.

There has been local news media interest in the quality assurance problems and resulting
,

| **

layoffs. Region III will continue to respond to news inquiries.l

The State of Michigan will be notified.

The licensee reported the quality assurance inadequacies and HVAC worker layoffs as
a potential 50.55e construction deficiency to Region III personnel at the site at
2 p.m., (EST), December 1, 1982. This information is current as of that time.

W)- & |~%- nob
Contact: R. Gardner W. Shafer R. Warnick

384-2524 354-2656 384-2599
.

.

DISTRIBL* TION: '

H. St. MSBB Phillips E/V Willste

Chairman Palladino EDO NRR IE NMSS

Comm. Gilinsky PA OIA RES

Comm. Ahearne MPA AEOD.

MAIL:
Comm. Roberts ELD Air Rights *

Comm. Asselstine SP INPO ADM:DMB,

NSAC_,_ DOT: Trans Only
SECY
ACRS Applicable Resident Site
CA
PDR Regions I , II , IV' ,V Licensee (Corporate Office)

Rev. 11/19/82
'
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t 799 ROOSEVELT MOAO,
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g, 0*.../
-

DEC.0 3 ser,

k
MEMORANDUM FOR: D. G. Eisenhut, Director, Division of Licensing NRRp,

,

'[ FROM: R. F. Warnick, Acting Director, Office of Special Cases

SUBJECT: RECOMMENDATION FOR NOTIFICATION OF LICENSING BOARD

Enclosed is a Preliminary Notification regarding the substantial
reduction in the amount of safety-related work at the Midland site.
This reduction is partiall/ in response to NRC findings identified
during an October-November, 1982 inspection in the diesel generator
building.

Region III has reviewed this information and perceives the issues
identified in the enclosure to be material and relevant to the
Midland OM/0L proceedings. We recommend that the Midland Licensing
Board be notified.

If you have any qt.stions or desire further information regarding
this matter, please call me.

JP f ala n k
R. F. Warnick, Acting Director

|

Office of Special Cases-

Enclosure: As stated

cc w/ encl:
A. B. Davis
W. D. Shafer
R. N. Gardner
R. B. Landsman
R. J. Cook
B. L. Burgess
E. L. Jordan, IE <

.

e

.

4
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10/29/82

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-329 OM & OL

(Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2) *
,

TESTIMONY OF JAMES G. KEPPLER
i WITH RESPECT TO QUALITY ASSURANCE

Q.1 Please state your name and position.

A.1 My name is James G. Keppler. I am the Regional Administrator of the-
i
'

NRC's Region III office. My professional qualifications have been
.

previously submitted in this proceeding.

Q.2 Please state the purpose of your testimony.i

A.2 In my testimony to the Board in July 1981, I~ testified on the more

significant quality absurance problems that had been experienced in

connection with the Midland project and the corrective actions taken by
,

1

Consumers Power Company and its contractors. I stated that, while many
'

significant quality assurance deficiencies have been identified, it was

cur conclusion that the problems experienced were not indicative of a

breakdown in the implementation of the overall quality assurance program.
1

I also noted that while deficiencies have occurred which should have been

identified earlier, the licensee's QA program had been effective in the
'

ultimate identification and subsequent correction of these deficiencies.

Furthermore, I discussed the results of Region III's special quality

|

!
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assurance inspection of May 18-22, 1981, which reflected favorably on the

effectiveness of the Midland Project Quality Assurance Department, which

was implemented in August 1980. The thrust of my testimony was that I
.

had confidence that the licenseee's QA program both for the remedial

soils work and for the remainder of construction would be implemented -
'

effectively.
,

It was not until April 1982 that I was made aware of additional

problems with the effectiveness of implementation of the QA progran. The

problems came to my attention as a result of the April 1982 meeting

between NRC and Consumers Power Company to discuss the Systematic

Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) report for Midland and the

discussions held within the Staff in preparation for that meeting. The

SALP report addressed the Midland site hetivities for the period July 1,

1980 through June 30, 1981. During this period, the soils work

activities were rated Category III. the lowest acceotable rating given by

the SALP reviaw nrnp m

Ouring the April 1982 public rr.eetir.g on the SALP findingt,

j Mr. Ronald J. Cook, NRC Senior Resident Inspector at Midland, stated that
,

as of that date he would rate Consumers Power Company soils work
,

Category III, the same rating as it received for the SALP period. He

had similar comments on other work activities. Based on my Jule 1981
,

l

taethnny, I expected Consumers Power Company would be rateo a'

Category I or II in the soils area, as well as other areas, by April

1982, and I was certain that my July 1981 testimony had left that

impres.fon with the Board..
-

| T

:

9
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On t;ie basis of the above, I decided it was appropriate to

supplement my July 1981 testimony.

Q.3 What actions have been taken by Region III in response to the
information contained in your previous answer?

A.3 I_ met with tha NRC suuervisors and insDectors who had been closely

involved with Midland during the past year to get a better understanding *

of their concerns. As a result of these meetings, I concluded that the

problems being exoerienced were ones of crocram innlementation rather

pan problems with the OA erngram itself.

Becauseofmyconcerns,IrequestedtheRegionIIIDiEision

Directors most actively involved with the Midland inspection effort to

try to identify the fundamental problems and their causes'and to provide

me with their recommendations to resolve these problems. They provided

me with an assessment of technical and communications problems

experienced by the licensee and made recommendations with respect to the

licensee's workload, institution of independent verification-programs,

and QA organization realignments. This response is included as

{ Attachment A.] (Memorandum from Norelius and Spessard to Keppler, dated

| June 21, 1982)
'

In Julv 1997 i racognired that more NRC retnnreac wara gninn tn have

| to be orovided in overseeing activities at Midland _and created the Offica
_

of Soecial Catae Ine) to manage NRC field activities at Midland (and

; Zimmer). fir. Robert Warnick was assigned Acting Director. A Midland

Section was formed comprised of a Section Chief, two regional based
.

!

:

i
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inspectors, and two residnt inspectors (the second resident inspector
i

reported onsite in August 1982).

Before meeting with representatives of the Office of Nuclear Reactor j
,

i Regulation (NRR) to discuss options for NRC action in connection with ;

Midland, Mr. Warnick reques'ed Senior Resident Inspector Cook to provide

a summary of the indicators # questionable licensee performance. .

Mr. Cook provided a memorandum documenting a number of problems and

concerns, which is included asNttachment B.) (Memorandum R. J. Cook to

R. F. Warnick, dated July 23,1982)

Mr. Warnick and I met with representatives of NRR on 21n1v 26. 1982.

to discuss Consumers Power Company's performance. This meeting resulted

in recommended actions concerning i ird oartv reviews of past work and

ongoing work which are described in Attachment C. (Memorandum, Warnick
w

to Files, dated August 18,1982)'

Following the meeting with NRR, Mr. Warnick discussed with members

of the Midland Section positions concerning third party reviews developed

at the meeting with ;iRR. The s mhars of the Midland Section were nat

convinced the reccmsnded actions were tha hae+ enintion. since the

causes of the problems had not been claarly idantifiad- Instead, they-

proposed a somewhat different approach consisting of an augmented NRC,

i

inspection effort coupled with other actions to strengthen the licensee's

QA/QC organization and management. This proposal is documented in

| Attachment D._ (ftemorandum, Warnick to Keppler, dated August 18,1982)
I

j In response to these suggestions, Mr. Darrell Eisenhut, Director,

| Division of Licensing, NRR, and I met with top corporatr. management
|
l representatives from Consumers pcwer Company on August 25 1982, andt

i
i

!
.
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again on Septem M , 1982, to discuss NRC's concerns and possible

! recommended solutions. Because it was not clear to the NRC staff why
Consumers Power was having difficulty implementing their QA program, we

requested then to develop and propose to the NRC, actions which would be

implemented to improve the QA program implementation and, at the same -
~

time, provide confidence that the program was being implemented properly.
,

Consumers Power subsequently presented its proposal for resolution

of the identified problems in two letters dated Seotember 17. 1982, which

are included as Attachments E and F. (Letters Cook to Keppler and

Denton, dated September 17,1982)

These orocosals were lackinc in detail. rarticularly with resoect to

the plant indeoendent review crograms. Following'a meeting between NRC

staff members and Consumers Power Company in Midland on September 29,

1982, Consumers Power submitted a detailed plan to NRC on October 5 1982

concerning the planned third party activities (Attachment G). Consumers

Power Company's proposals (AttachmentsE,F,andG)[ are currently under

rev4w by NRC.

Q.4 Do you believe that soils remedial work at the Midland plant should
be permitted to continue?

A.4 Yes. This portion of my testimony discusses what has been

acommplished and what will be accomplished in the near future to provide

a basis for continued construction at the Midland plant.

We expect that Consumers Power Company will have independent third

party assessments of the Midland construction project. These assessments

will include reviews of safety related work in progress and of completed

4

1
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work activities. The scope of, and contractors for, the third party

assessments are presently under review by the NRC staff.

Along with the independent third party reviews, the Office of

Special Cases, Midland Section, has expanded its inspection effort and

has taken actions to assure compliance with the Licensing Board's -

April 30, 1982 requirement that the remedial soils work activities
.

receive prior staff approval. Specifically, the Midland Section has

(1,) established a procedure for staff authorization of work activities

proposed by Consumers Power Company (Attachment H. Work Authorization

Procedure, dated August 12,1982), and (,21 has caused a stop of the

remedial soils work on two occasions once in August 1982 and again in

September 1982 (Attachments I and J, Confirmatory Action Letters dated

August 12, 1982, and September 24, 1982, respectively). The Section has

also startad an insoection of the work activities which have been

accompitshed by Consumers Power Company in the last twelve months in the -

gel cenpratne building;, the service water buildino and other safety

rehted arsas. This inspe.ction us started during October 1982 and is

continuing as of the filing date of this testimony.

Based upon (1) the third party assessments of the plant which will
; ,

be performed, (2) the increased NRC inspection effort, and (3) the work

authorization controls by the NRC, I believe that soils remedial work at
' the Midland plant may continue. As demonstrated by the previous

stop-work effected in the remedial soils area, the staff will h b
_

whatever action is nacoccary +n assure that construction is in accordance

with applicable reuairements and standards.

|

|

|
|
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UNITED STATES
*

! ;. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION,

{ I REGION lli g-Q
;f no moossysLT moao. .

g ..... ja oLaw sLLYN. Lumois som .

June 21, 1982.

MEMORANDUM FOR: James G. Keppler, Regional Administrator

FROM: C. E. Nore11us. Director, Division of Engineering
and Technical .'rograms

1. L. Spessard, Director. Division of Project and
Resident Programs

SUBJECT: SUGGESTED CHANGES FOR THE MIDLAND PROJECT

I Histori: ally, the Midland Project has had periods of questionable quality
assurance as related to canstruction activities and has had cormansurate
regulatory attention in the form of special inspections, special meetings,
and orders. These problems have been given higher public visibility than
most other construction sites in Region III. As questions arise regarding
the adequacy of construction or the assurance of adequate censtruction, we

,

are faced with determining what regulatory action we should take. 'We are
again faced with such a situation.

Current Problem

The current problem was caused by a major breakdown in the adequacy of
soils work during the late 1970's. Because of the increased regulatory
attention given the site, we expect that exceptional attention would be
given to this activity and that licensee perfor=ance would be better than
other sites or areas which have not had such significant problems and *

'

therefore have not attracted this level of regulatory attention. However,
that does not appear to be the case and Midland seems to conti=ually have
more than its share of regulatory problems. The following are some of the
specific items which are troublesome to the staff.

| Technical Issues

1. In the remedial soils area, the licenses has conducted safety related
activities in an inadequate manner in saveral instances - removal of
dirt around safety related structures, pulling of ei.setrical cable,
drilling into safavy related utilities.

| *

\ .

II |tlblMs
1
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James G. Kappler 2- 6/21/82
-

,

2. In the electrical area, in trying to resolve a problem of the adequacy
of selected QC inspectors' work conducted in 1980, the licenses
completed only part of the reinspection even when problems were
identified, and appears inclined to accept that 5% of electrical cables
may be misrouted (their characterization of "misrouting" may imply
greater significance than we would attach to similar findings).

! 3. In the pipe support' area, in trying to resolve a problem of the
adequacy of QC inspections conducted in 1980, the licenses has
portrayed only a small percentage of defects of " characteristics"

. identified and has not addressed the findings in terms of a large!

percentage of snubbers which may be defective because of the
characteristics within each snubber that may be defective (e.g., if
only one characteristic was defective out of 50 reviewed on a single
hanger, the percentage is small; but if the one defective characteristic.

makes the hanger defective the result would have a much greater
significance level). The licensee had done a detailed statistical
analysis in an attempt to anow that the small percentage of characteristics
were found rather than bros.2y approaching the problem with significant
reinspections to determine whether or not construction was adequate.

Ccumunications

Multiple misunderstandings, meetings, discussions, and com=unicacious seem,

'

to result in dealing with the Midland Project. Some examples are:

| 1. NRC staff attending a meeting in Washington on March 10, 1982, heard
the Consumers Power Company staff say that electrical cable pulling
related to soils remedial work was complaced. It was deter =ined to
be ongoing the next day at the site.

2. When Regica III atta=pted to issue a Confir=atory Action Letter,
J. Cook informed W. Little of his understanding that both J. Kappler
and H. Denton had agreed that the subject of the CAL was not a
safety related item subject to NRC regulatory jurisdiction. Such
agreements had not in fact occurred and following s meeting, Consumers
Power Company issued their commitments in a letter to Region III.

3. In reviewing a licensee May 10, 1982 letter, responding to the Board
Order, the NRR staf! had an unsigned letter and Region III had a signed
copy both dated the same date but differing in content.

4. Recently a Region III inspector in closing out and exiting from his
inspection described the exit meeting as being the most hestile he
had ever participated in.

.
~

.
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5. The responses to any Region III enforcement letters issued to
Midland are more lengthy and 7 dei argumentative than are any other
responses from any other licensee in Region III. This point va,s ,

made in the SAI.P response provided by Midland,and the SALP response
in itself from Midland is an example of the type of response which
we commonly receive from the site. The length of the response is -
et least as long as the initial SALP report.

6. Multiple requests for briefing meetings and other statements by the
utility to the effect that we should review procedures in developmental
stages imply thrt Midland vants the NRC to be a part of their construction,

4

program rather than having us perform our nor=al regulatory function.

Staff Observations

1. With regard to corrective actions of identified noncompliances, the
hidland response seems to lean towards doing a partial job and then
writing up a detailed study to explain why what they have done is
sufficient rather than doing a more complete job and assuring 100%
corrective action has occurred. In the detailed writeups that are
prepared, it is the staff's view that the licensee does not always
represent the significance properly,and the analyses and studies
of ten raise more questions than they solves thus time appears to have
been vasted in writing an analysis rather than in fixing the problem.

2. Midland site appears to be overly conscioua with regard to whether
or not something is an item of noncompliance and spends a lot of

i effort on defending whether or not something should be noncompliance
i as opposed to focussing on the issue being identified and taking

corrective actzen. This appears in part to be due to their sensitivity
of what appears in the public record as official items of noncompliance.
This sensitivity =ay have resulted from the extended public visibility
which has attended construction of the facility. The staff's view is
that the Midland site would look better from the public standpoint and
be more defendable from NRC's standpoint. if they concentrated on fixing
identified problems rather than arguing as to the validity of citations.
This type of view was expressed by the utility during a recent effort
to clarify in detail that certain construction itens on the soils
remedial work should not be subject to NRC's regulatory action.-

3. The Midland project is one of the most complex and comp 11 Acted ever
undertaken within Region III. The reason is that they are building
two units of the site simultaneously and additionally have an underpinning
construction effort which in itself is probzbly the equivalent of building
a third reactor site. The =assive construction effort and the various
stages of construction activity which are involved nake the site
extremely compif>ted to manage. This activity appears to cause a lot of
pressure on the licensee manage =ent.

. --. _ . . . _ _ _ _ - _
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4. Mr. J. Cook, the Vice President responsible for the Midland site
is an extremely capable and dynamic individual. However, these
characteristics in conjunction with the complexity and i=menseness

i of operation as set forth in 3, above, may actually be contributing
i

to some o' the confusion which seer.ts to exist. The staff views that
I (1) he is too much involved in detail of plant operations and there are
!- times when the working level staff appears to agree and be ready to

take action where Mr. Cook may argue details as co the necessity for
such action or may argue as to the specific meaning of detailed work

'

procedures, (2) this kind of push may lead to such things as letters
both signed and unsigned appearing in NRR and causing confusion,
(3) this push may lead to some animosity at the licensee's staff level
if NRC acti"ities are looked on as slowing progress of construction at
the site. .

Recommendations

It appears essential that some action be taken by NRC to i= prove the
| regulatory performance of the Midland facility. ne following specific

suggestions are made.

1. D e company must be made avere and have emphasized to them again
that their focus should be on correcting identified problems in a'

complete and timely manner.

1 2. We should question whether or not it is possible to adequately manage
a construction program which is as complex and diverse as that which
currently exists at Midland. We would suggest specifically that the
follouing activities be considered:

a. nat the licensee cut back vork and dedicate their efforts to
getting one of the units on line in conjunction with doing the

.
soils re=edial work.

4

b. nat they have a separate management group all the way to a
| possible new Vice President level, one of which would manage the
'

construction of the reactor to get it operational and the second
[ to look solely after the remedial soils and underpinning activities.

3. Consumers Power Company should develop a design and construction
verification program by an independent contractor. n is would provide
an important additional measure of credibility to the design and

, construction adequacy of the Midland facility.
!

i

4

.

.
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We would be happy to discuss this vi:h you.

$ '$ |]c.:.Ls
C. E. Norelius. Dir3ctor
Division of Engineering andi

Technical Programs
,

%) . , pe-z~~ L/"
'

R. L. Spessard, Director
Division of Project and

Resident Programs

.
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K"M RMi3UM TCR R. T. Warnick, Director, Inforcement and Investigations
Staff

TROM: R. J. Cook, Senior Resident Inspector, Midland Site

SU3JIOT: n:DICATORS CT Qi.;ISTIC!CUILI LI I:23II PI75:7.w_V; I - M:2* M;3
SITI

As per our conversation of July 21, 1982, the foll wing is a-lis cf s';:se
iter.s that various inspectors c:nsider to be indicative of questi:nah3 4

, licenses perfo=ance:

1. One of the leading ite=s is the over-inspection performed on ele::rical
GC inspe= tors which was done in respense to NRO c:nce=s identified in -
the May 1981 team inspectien. The licensee found weaknesses in the
inspe::icas perf =ed by s==e ele :ri:a1 QO inspecters pertaining := not
identifying the mis-routing of cables. This ite= cu1=inated in an isam
of non: mpliance. The licensee did not expand the ovarview ac ivity to

i a degree necessary for an accep:ahle resciution :: the identified weak-
ness - even after a meeting in R ::. This ite: has net been rescived to
the satisfaction of the NRC although our position has been clearly defined. I

As a partial response to the team inspection c:n=e=, the li ensee presented
j the NRO with an audit repor. which would de=cnstrate a resp:nse to ou. cen-
I corn of questionable elect.rical QC inspe: ions. However, ce audit report

stated thdt it (the audit report) did not address the NR c ncerns.

2. During the dialogue f== the underpinning and remedial soils verk, a large
amount of amphasis has been p7 aced on the settling data for the stru: ures
involved. During a meeting in HO on March 10, 1982, the need for Q require ,
ments on remedial seils instrure..tati:n were explicitly delineated. However,
ene week later, the NR'* inspe::::s found soils work instr =e..tati== instal-
lation was started the day after the March 10, 1982 =eeting without a QC/CA
ur.:rellas that the licensee's CA Auditer and OA Ingineering persennel were
not appr: ached pertaining to the need f=r QA coverage for this seils se le-
ment instr =entations that there were streng indications that the li ensee
had mislead the NRC in relating that the work was essentially c==plete when
indeed it was not; and presently, the licenses manage. ment inferms our inspec-
ter that itams are ready for his review when in ac: ality they are net. Cur
c nversaticas with li ensee pers=..nel - other than manage =ent - c=nfirm tha:

| the items are not ready for review.
!

|
|

:
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.

3. Historir. 11y, one of the NRO questions has been, "Who is running e.e
job - 3echtel or Consumers?" n e following e.xa=ple would allow one to .

believe it is Bechtel: As a part of the resolution to our findings in
the soils settlement inst..:=entation installation, the NRC insisted that
the li:ensee generate a Coordination /Insta11atien Torm to cover interface
between different evolutions of instr.:nentation installation. De lices-
see would call our inspector for his conen :ance on the adequacy of the
f = - the inspecter would approve Consumers Power C =;any's form, but
then would find out that Ze:htel did not want to work to consu=cr's fczz -
the form that was generated to reselve regula ::y c:ncerns. Ois event
has occurred twice and was considered as a deviation during a =:re recent
inspection. Os opinion of the staff is that if C:nsu=ers ganarates a
for= that will aid the= in not incurring regulatory difficulty, and which
has had NRO input, the licensee should de=and dat the cc.. :a :s ::=,-1y

with these policies instead of the centra::er dicta:ing de reirala ::y
envi :==ent under which cey will wc k.

4. Deficiencias in =aterial stcrage conditions has centinually been a cencern
to de NRO and has resulted in items of nonce..;11ance. To the inspe::::s,
the ability to maintain quality s::: age is indicative of h=w rigerous or
slipshod the constru:ter's attitude is t: wards constru::icn. n e lizensee
has atta=:ed to entice the c: stract=: to do be :er in =ains'aining the
=aterial storage conditions, but still the licensee's audism:s and the
NRC have negative findings in =aterial stcrage c:nditi=ns and nega.itve
dis::ssi ns with the con .racter about the validity of the finding.

. -

.
*

5. At periodic inte:vals, the support of cables, particularly in de ::ntrol
rec = area, whid are avaiting fur her : uting or te =ination, has =e wie.
the disa;;roval of the NR ins;.e ctors . Oese dis:re;ancies also include
cables without covered ends being on the floor in valk areas c.at are in
a partially installed status. nis is also an= hor indica::: cf sli;shed

i werk=anship whid has been br ught to the ===structer's a: anti:n at various
tires, but was last noted during a recent inspe:.icn.

6 In the area of instr.:=entation i.hulse line installati:n and marking, the
li:ensee has had separability viciaticas whid has re=uired ra== val of all |

Iinstalled impulse lines. Alsc, the NR:, because of 2is and significant
adverse cperational c:nditi:ns, insis ed ca: c e installed i. pulse lines
be identified. Although the licensee plans t: = ark de impulse lines, j
there was an inordinate a= cunt of resistance to marking the lines - even
though there had been instances .cf mis-ma .ded channe'.s he:ause of idan-
tification confusien.

1

I

i

.
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7. 5 example of reluctance in placing the responsibility for quality work-
manship at the foreman and/or worker level has recently been identified.
The NRC inspectors noted that some d:cp-in anchors were improperly instal-
led and obviously did not adhere to the installation procedures. The
licensee's attitude indicated this was not a valid finding because QC had
not inspected the item. The NRC inspectors treat this as indicative that
slipshod worie:anship is tolerated in the hopes that QC will find the mistakes.

I

8. 1. ate in 1981, the licensee decided to move the QA Site Seperintendent into
another pcsition and cover this site function by sharing the site ti=e be-
tween the QA Director and the QA Manager. After a January 1982 coetin with
the NRO at RIII, the licensee opted to fill- the QA Superin endent spct with
another person. In the spring of the year, the NRC inspect::s were foll: wing
up on welding allegatiens and approached the QA Superintendent. Se -QA .

Superintendent was familiar with the alleged poor welding and had established "

what the NRC inspectors dete==ined tc be a respensive plan : res=1ve the
questionable QC welding inspections. At the Ixit Interview, the QA Oirector
did not appear to back the CA Site Superintendent's preposed plan which had
tacit NRC approval. Se NRC inspector classified in writing and with just
cause that the Exit Inte:riew was the m:st hostile exit ints: view he had
ever encountered.

9. During a recent inspection, it was noted by the NRO inspector that fill dirt,
was piled and being covered with a mud mat at a no:.inal 1:15 horizontal to
vertical slope when the specification called for a lb:1 heri::ntal to verti-
cal s1=pe. A constructor Field Engines: witnessed the wren; sl:pe being

.
installed and justified and defenfed the simpe after being inf:::ed of the '

' specificati:n requirement, nis is anotner example of the c:nstructer
having an attitude which precludes quality worh=snship.

10. At different times, NRO inspectors have experienced diffi:ulty in getting
info =ation which is c=ntrolled by the contracter, such as supp rting cal-
:ulatiens and qualifying inic=ation to justify a given installati:n. A
recent exa ple is: the NRO inspect =r info:=ed the licensee and the contra:-
ter he wanted to see resumes of persens involved in the remedial soils werk.
nere is an chliganice to the NR: to supply a precise number of " qualified"
persens en the scils w:rk. Se inspec:c was inf rmed he could not get these
re: ris as they were persenal. D e inspector ulti=ately did ge: the inf:::a-
tien af ter bringing it to the attention of licensee upper =anaga=ent. E:w-
ever, this indicates an i., plied unwillingness of the construet:r to share
infe:=ation with the NRO and s==e'ti=es with the licensee.

,

, - . , . , , . - . . . , . . - . . - - -- - -- ,
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11. ne licensee oftenti=es does not demonstrate a " heads up" appr:ach to
their activities. ne following are exa..ples of the licensee operating
in an environ =ent using tunnel vision " blinders". .

a) During a recent NRC inspection, the inspector challenged the ability
j to maintain the proper mix ratio on high pressure grout. nis was

done after the inspector noted that the operator could never maintain
i
~

the proper mix ratio without continual manual c=ntrol - which was not
available when the grout is applied. De licensee's apathetic atti-'

tude did not allow them to stop the g: cut application until D.e next
day whr.n this be:ame an issue at the exit inta:tiew.

-

b) At one point in time, the c =,.any doing drilling on site far the
remedial soils work cut into a safety related duct ha.k.hetween the
diesel generator building and the service water building. The Consu-
mars Power Site Manager's office (the pr duction people) st pped work
be:ause - f:cm a quality standpoint c:nditions were so deplorable..

f H= wever, the site Manager's office did not have respcasibility in this'

i I area - the Midland Pr= ject GA cepart=ent had this rese: sibili*v and
' *# I did not inYoRE UFeir au nority to prevent the drilling werk from get-

_

g
J L ing out of c=nt cl - or to bring it back into control.n 4

/ c) na NRC inspector re:ently witnessed the licenses setting up to drill
a well hole in safety related dirt using a technique which was not
authorized. If the f,nspector had ne t brought this to the li:ensee's
attention, the licensee would have violated an C:dar addressing reme- i

dial scils work and also the C =structi== Fe: .it. When the li:ensee
was que.-ind as to the availahility of the QO/;A perse._.el who would
prevent such activity f == ha;;ening, the NRO inspect:r was inf :=ed
that this was (another) misunderstanding.

The NR: inspectors have been inf :=ed by our c=nta:ts en site that there
are mem=es written to the effect that " peripheral vision" shculd he cur-

) tailed and ec=: e.nication with the NRO stiffled. The NRO has not read
these mem=es yes - but plans to in the near future, provided they really _-

.

exist and infer what we have been info:=ed.

12. ne licenses seems to pessess the unique ability to search all fa : ions
of the NRO until they have found one that 'is sy=;athe i: to thei ;0 int
of view - 1 :egardless of the 1 ;act on plant integrity, s me exa=;1es
of this are

a) "'he NRO soils inspector infor=s the licenses that soils stabili:ation
grou: c =es under the C program. The licensee is not part!:ularly
happy with this pcsition. Onkncwn to the inspector, the licenses
argues his point with NF.R : have the grout ncn-Q - using enly th:se
arguments which supper: his (the licensee 's) pcsiti n. The licensee

.
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.,

has the advantage of the NRC inspector's techni:a1 and regulat==y
J basis for supporting his (the inspector's) position, and theref=re

avoids mention of this during the discussions with NPR. However,

the licensee's QA program, which has already been approved by NRR,
states that all the remedial soils work is Q unless RIII appr=ves a
relaxatt en en a case by case basis. It appears the licensee does
not wisn to acknowledge the prior' agreements with the NRC.

:
,

b) Since the failcre of ,auxiliarf feed.ater headers in EsW stea= genera-
t:rs, discussicas have tra.. spired herecen the NRC i..spect:rs and the
site persennel. These discussions have indicated that the lizensee
was maintaining a c=nservative approach and were entertaining the
concer s expressed by the NRO which were sti=ulated pri=arily by gr:ss
mistakes in attempting the modification at operating 3sw plan s, The

,

licensee's cc:porate persennel were ann:yed that the NRC inspe=ters
would not give approval t= start tse modificati:n un.11 all the pre-
paratory verk had been ac:ceplished as this would tend to i= pact ce
sdedule and the modificati=n to the steam generators could bec =s a
sdeduliig nuisance. The licensee c=rporate perse._ el contacted the
NRO ins. e- ors involved to ." reason with the=". H: wever, the c=rpor-

ate par cnnel, (in:1uding a representative fro = 3&W) were unable to
ansus: the c=ncerns of the NRC inspect =rs but did =entich that the NRR
Cpera ional Project Manager indicated that it was alright to proceed
with the m:dification. The licenses corporate personnel.could not
sta.e what the position of the NR.R Co.istructien 7::jec. Manager .eas en
this issus - only that they had found s==e f::= cf app = val f := seme-
one in the NRC.

* #

c) At times, when I..nediate Ac.ien I4tters or other f:= .s of es:alated
enforcement beco=e ir.-inent, the licenses atta=;ts to " appeal" their

I case with individuals in the regional manage:ent who are re==ved from -
the particulars of the tentative enfer:e=ent actien. :he li:ensee at-

te. p.s to get these persens to agree to sys=ifi: perti:ns of the issue
which would indi: ate that the licensee is "really not all that had".
However, the "real" issues, as identified by the NRC inspect::s are
being masked. -

d) During inspections of the remedial soils w: k, the NRO inspect : has
been infe==ed by the li=ensee that certain findings and areas of inspec-
tien were not within the purview of his (de inspect:r's) inspecti:n
p cgram be:ause they were in ' essence c=nsidered n=n-Q and that by vi..ue
of prier agree =ent with the Regional Ad..inistrater were excluded f::=
enfer:e=ent action. H= wever, the NRO inspect::s would subsequently find
that there was no such agreement between the Regi nal Ad .inistrator and
the licensee - enly a phi 1=sephical discussion as t: what, in general
to:ts, constituted an item of none==pliance. ,

.

.
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-

The above indicators support the reputation the licensee has for being
ary=enta tive. Their apparent inability to accept an NRC position with-
out diligently searching to find a " softened" pesition results in n=ar-
ous hours of frustrated c:nversations between all parties involved to
resdstantiate (usually the original pcsitten) a pcsiti:n based on tech-
nical and regulatory prudancy.

13. The license. has been classified publicly by the NRO as being ary=enta-
tive. The licensee continues to a.r.hibit this trend, as evida..:ed by the
foll:ving examples:

,

a) Essentially every ite.m of none: ;11an=e re:eives an ary=enta.ive
answer which addresses only the specificity of the i am of nsacom-
;11ance and selectively avoids any cence; whi=h would su;; ort de
essence for the ita:n of nonco=pliance. Ter example - in the instance

; of the i= pre;erly installed drop-in ancher cantioned ab=ve, it was
'

the fact that QC had not inspected the installation of the bolt which
was i=prtant to the licensee. However, the real enfor:e=ent issue
was that co:p:nents were being i=;;:yerly installed.

b) '"he cycle I: SA*.7 .ade critical evaluations of the 11cen.see's perf=r-
=ance in several areas. The licensee's respense to this 5A.P report
was a y=.entative ever specifi: details and did not seem to a.kscwl-
edge that the consansus of c;inien of the NRO inspecti:n staff was
that there were areas where the licensee's perfor=ance was weak. The,

li:ensee 's arg=entative p sition is in the ferm of "we really are not
,

! all that bad" when the ree: is, findings and obsa: tations of the NRO
i inspectors su;; :: just the c;;esite p sition.

c) he "q-ness" of the re=edial soils work has continually Leon an argu-
'

mentative topi: cf discussion which ultimately resulted in a H; =eeting
en March 10, 1952. At this mee:1.15, the "C-ness" of the re:edial soils
work was specified and later dec=ented wi2 the meeting minutes. How-
ever, the li ensee did not wish to abi,16 by this pesitica 'and a sdse-
quent =seting was ' held in R:2: to further clarify the NRO position.

| still, the topic of "C-ness" is being a:Tued by the licensee, even th ugh

| the A31.3 has issued an C dar further defining the ";-ness" of the soils
work. It might be noted that a hearing is in process ever this seils
issue and the NRO's position on ";-ness" has been ex;;essed during dese

I tes.imonies.
I

I 14. Curing a re:ent episode, the li:ensee wanted := c:ntir.co ex:avati n =f seils
| in ;; ximity to the Teod.ater Isolation Valte Pit (TIVP). Ecwever, the lican-

see wanted to perf:= this evolution without dete=.ining that the ta=; :a_7
suppcrts of the Tr/P were adeguate. Making this deter =inati:n would have an

| impacu on scheduling, .as stated by the li:ensee. "he Tr/P supports were
installed without a Q u-hre11a and subsequent inspe=ti ns did reveal several

,

discrepan:ies in the installation cf the supp :: stru=ture.
r

|
I

i

|
|

|
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' 15. During the limited remedial soils work which has transpired, the licensee
has managed to penetrate Q-electrical duct banks, a condenser header drain

j line, an abandoned sewer line, a non-Q electrical duct bank and a 72-inch
circulating water line. All of these occurances have happened because of '

: a lack of control and attenti n to details. Whenever approached by the
i NRC as to the adequacy of review prior to attempting to drill, the NRO

re:sives responses which.strongly suggest that the time was not taken to
perform these reviews - perhaps taking this time would i=;act on the
s:hedule. -

.

16. By virtue of an es:11er AIA3 c:dar, the licensee is :equired to perf=:n
trend a..alyses fc nonconf =Ing conditi:ns. These trend a..alyses have,
in the past, masked the data such that obvi=us trends are not =bvioas and
has resulted in negative findings by the NRO. This was addressed in ene

i of the earlier SALP meetings. Recently, while perf:=.ing a review of
' hanger welding data, the NRO inspector found that the statisti:51 data had

been diluted to the point that the nu=her of unsatisfacts:y hangers could
not he deter =ined f:cm the trend analyses c= the type and degree of non-4

cento.- ing ec=diti:ns which were being identified pertinent to the hanger,

fabri a. ion.

17 The licensee centini: ally would use the NRO staff %J c==sultants and clas-
sifies a regulat=sy and enferce= sat position as counter produc.ive. This
is reflected by the lizensee not wishing to perfor= C-wcrk without obtain-
ing NRC prior a;;;cval and then addressing only th=se a.reas where de NRO

i has v= iced a regulatory ==ncern - ;;:vided it is c:nvenie.'.: to the licensee.,
This attitude has particularly prevailed in the re=edial s=ils issue and to -

a lesse: degree in the electrical installati:n areas. rne ;:sferred NR:
inspe: c; mode would be for the licensee to go..e: ate his pt: gras ts esta-
blish quality and then the NRC would a;;;sve er disap;tove. H:vever, the
licensee re uires censultation with the NRO to establish his level of .)s
quality requiremnts.

I The above is not innnded to be a complete list,cf all discrepancies whi=h indi-
cate ques ionable li:ensee perfo: ance as this would require a :: e extensive
review of the records and inspe= tion personnel involved than time per .its. Also,
there has been no atte.-pt to systematically docu ent the ents :eeens and u .re-
selved ite s list as these are ==ntained in other infor=ati:n seur:es. H: wever,
the listing is rather c==prehensive of the types of situations and attitudes which

; prevail at the Midland site as obse:ved by the NR inspector staff.

; When censidering the above listi ig of questionable li:ensee perf=:=ance attributes,
the most dam.iag c ncept is the fact that the NRC inspection effort at Midland has
been purely reactive in nature f== appr:ximately the last year, and that theset

I indicat=:s are what have been cbserved in a;;;cximately the last six months. If
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R. F. Warnick 8 July 23, 1952.

these are the types of itaans that have become an NRC nuisance under a reactive
inspection program, cne cari only wonder at what would he disclosed under a
rigorous routine inspection and audit program.

' :
~Sincerely,

i

*

%*
.

.

R. J. Cook
Senior Resident Inspec cr
F.idland site Resident Cffice

ec: W. D. Shafer
D. C. Boyd
R. N. Cartner
R. B. Landsman
B. L. Surgess
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p ae s.,,'* unitto stares
c* NUCLEAR REGULATORY CCMMISSION! h ,. *'' ,7. C 3 #"f'"

i $.'/3a[(/j.f
arcios m -

2- I toemooseve67 mono .

(l< -Nsta= stov=. sw=ces sent
, *~ c
*"* August 18, 1982

.

| MIM0?>JC O: TOR: Region III Tiles
i

TRCM Robert T. Varnick,. Acting Director Of fice of Special Cases

51'3 JECT: MIITING BITVIEN NRR AND RECION III RI CCNSO:IR.S POWER C::M?/Ja*
PERTORY.GCE AI MIDLAND (LN 50-329; 50-330),

! *

On July 26, 1982, R. T. Warnick and Ja=es C. Kappler =en s-1:h I. C. Case ,
D. C. Eisenhu:, R. H. Voll er, R. O. Tedesco, T. E. Nevak, W. D. Ps::n, and
J. Rutherg to discuss the perfor=xace of Censu=ars 7:ver Cc=pany a: the
Midland si:e.

.

During the : se:ing reference was =ade to in! :=ation ces:ained in two =e=es
f;c= the RIII staff. The first ce=o da:ed June 21, 1982 is from
C. I. Norelius and R. L. Spessard and concerns suggestad chances for the '

Midland Project. The second =e=c dated July 23,1982 is f =2 R. J. Cook
and cencarns the licensae's perfor=ance at Midland. Copies of the ===cs
are at: ached. .

The =eeting resul:ad in the fElleving rece==enda: ions:
/

(1) Region III should ottain the resul:s of the recent audi: by Rd.C.

(2) Schedule a public =ee:ing be:veen NRC and CPC =anage=en: in Pidland,
Michigan ,to obtain licensee c: i:=ent to acce=plish (3) and (I.)
belev. -

(3) The licenses should ob:ain aa incependent desis reviev. (A vertical
slice fro: design thru ce=pletion of cons: rue: ion.)

e

(4) Tae licensen should obtain an independen: third party to cen:inueusly
=enitor the site QA implementa:1ca and provida periodic reports :=
the NRC. Regicu III is to p;: vide a sugges:ed outline for the centi:-
uous ment:cring functica. ~

Ud?YWU
Robert T. Warnick, Acting Direc:ce
Office of Special Cases

i

Attach ents: As stated

ec v/a::achmen:s: Xeeting
participants

poS II | 'I U
76
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August 18, 1982
b ~ f)

MEMOE/RDUM FOR: James C. Esppler, Regional Administrator

FROM: Robert F. Warnick, Acting Director, Office of Special cases

SUBJECy CCNSUMERS POWER-MILLAND (DN 30-329; 30-330)

When you created the Offica of Special Cases and a special Midland Section
sesffed ith individuals asoigned solely to that project, you indicated
your concern with the Midland Project. You did this in spite of the favor-
able findings of the special team inspection conducted in May,1981, and the
favorable testimony you gave before che Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
on July 13, 1981. You indicated your i.-oneern was based on the Systematic
Assessnant of Licensee Performante (SALp) report for the period July 1,1980
to June 30, 1981, the inspection findings since those dates, and the meno
of Jane 21, 1982, by C. E. Norelius and R. L. Spessard suggesting certain
changes be made at the Midland Project (copy attached as Enclosura 1).

At my request K. J. Cook prepared a sumary of indicators of questionable.
License perfor=anca at Midland. A copy of Cook's memo dated July 23, 1981. ta
attached as Encicsura 2.

,

3eenuse of your expressed concerns, you and I met v1.th renesentatives fran
NKR on J ly 26, 1982 to discuss Midland and Consu=ars Power Company (CPCo)
perfor xsca. That meeting slao resulted in recocumended actions. A sunnary.

of the meeting is attached as Enclosure 3.

Following the =eeting with NRR, I discussed the recocmendations of that meet-
ing with our Senior Resident Inspector, other machers of the new Midland
Section, and former Section and Branch Chiefs who are incinately familiar
with Midland.

Later that week (July 30) I spent a day at the Midland sita. I attanded the
exit meeting following Landse.:n's and Gardner's inspection, net with CPCo
and Bechtel nanngement to get acquainted with them, and toured the plant site.

On July 31, 1982, I expressed my opposition to the recornendations we had coca u
up v*r.h in the N7.0 meeting. My opposition was based on (1) opinions expressed
by the Senior Residect Inspecter, a Region III 3 ranch Chiaf formerly responsi-
ble for the NRC inspection of Midland. and a Construction Section Chief who has
baan intimately associated with inspections of Midland es garding the proposed
actions; (2) my visit to the site; and (3) the inability of Ragion III to
articulate the problan(s) at Midland which the above referenced reco=mndations
vers supposed to solve. I indicated that we needed to better identify our

e e . . .. n e-n. r. < rm e% e .m,,14 -.neiv. e es, e-.e. -,.se.ne.--e sm .

f.. .|. .n !a"M..xb.$I..am....... .. Tt
.r. q. . 3 . . . .i. . .w. a. @m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ....2.k.............................................w -W : i i . .n. . t. .a. nd n. .a.n. . . . . h. . . .:.,e. . . . .
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James C. Kappler -1- August 18, 1982

on August 3, 1982, members of the Midisnd Section' met with you to discuss my I

opposition to the recosamendations cocing frcza the meeting with N?.R. The |
proe and cons of the recomendations together with other siternati as were

'

discussed. Tha meeting concluded with you agreeing to give the Section until
August 11 to determine a better proposed course of action to resolve NRC concerns
about Midland.

To this and the Midisod Section met together on August /* and again on Angust 5
following our public meeting with CPCo on the SALP II report. Several alter-
natives were discussed including stopping all work on one unit, have an inde-
pendent third party nooitor all past and current conatruction work, stopping
work in selected areas, perforning a construction appraisal team inspection,
placing all site QC work undar C?Co. and establishing an aug= anted NRC inspec-
tion effort.

Although some mer.bers of the Midisnd Section thought that stronger actions should
be taken, all members of the Section agreed they could support an aug=ented MRC
inspection effort coupled with other actions to strengthen the licensee's QC/QA
organisation and management. These recoc=: ended actions are attached as Enclosure 4.

It is recomended the proposed actions to i= prove the licensee's perfor saca
be discussed with NRR and then tne licenses.

!
4

Robert F. '.*arnich, Acting Director

Cffice of Special Cases -

AtSch=ents [ As' stated
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NRC gives examples to back criticism
,

Relowd story, page 3
By PAUL RAU ^ ^

Daily News staff writer - Midland
j

in rently aled testimony, the U.s. . ' . nuclear-

Nucirr Regulatory Commission gave ,

entici:m of the Midland nuclear plant /. , . ! , ,,
hgOsevIr:1 cxamples to justify its harsh *

project.
For example. the NRC denenbed two n' -- -

occurr::nces to back its claim that "shp. myi af et
- .va .3 m p a

shod workmanship" is tolerated at the
nuch:r plant. .

Electncil cables, particularly in the He said Consumers protested that this
controi rcam. are at timen allowed to dan. was not a valid finding of non. the NRC, but on two occasions Bechte!

gb on th) floor in walk areas despite the conformance because plant quality con.
indicated it did not want to um due for-a,

fut the cnds of the partially installed trol (QC) inspectors had not yet inspected Cook said.

cables en uncovered, senior NRC resi. the anchors. "The opinion of the stafTis that if Con-

dent inspector Ronald Cook said in an "The NRC inepectors treet this as in. sumers generates a form that will aid
cttachm nt to the NRC's wntten tes. dicative that slipshod workmanship is them in not incurring regulatory difn-

timony. tolerated in the hopes that QC will find culty, and which has had NRC input, the

The testimony is to be used in an up. the mistakes," Cook wrote. hcensee should demand that the con-
tractor comply with these policies instead

coming portion of the federal heanng on
the pitnt's soil probierrr TO SUPPORT its claim that Bechtel of the contractor dictating the regulatory

"This is eleo another mdicator of slip. Power Corp., the plant's prime con. environment under which they will
.

shod workmanship which has been tractor,is uncooperative and seems to be
work," Cook wrote.

, brought to the constructor's attention at running the project rather than Con-
| vr: nous times, but was last noted dunng a sumers, the NRC cited two more exam.

AN EXAMPLE cited by the NRC of

' recent inspection," Cook wrote. ples. . Consumers'" argumentative" nature was

in the second example, Cook said NRC in one, Cook said, an NRC inspector the utility's response to an NRC report

inspectors found that some drop.in an- asked Consumers and Bechtel to provide called Systematic Assessment of Licensee

resumes of workers involved in wor Performance (SALP), which grades the
correct son! and foundation problems.ltoregulatory performance of utilities build-chors used to attach components to con.

Triecrete wslb w ere improperly installed and
"obviourly did not adhere to the in- inspector was told the records would not ing nuclear planta.

The latest SALP said Consumers was
itallation procedures." be provided because they were personal.

weak in several areas. The utility re-
sponded with a rebuttal document at

Cook noted there is an obligation to the least as long as the SALP report itself.
,,The licensee's argumentative posnion

NRC to supply a precise number of qual- is n the form of'we raally au not all that
ined persons for the soil work, and said bad' when the records.. findings and ob-

1

| the information ultimately was obtamed servations of the NRC inspectors support
) by appealing to Consumers' upper man- just the opposite position," Cook said.
| agement.

"However, this indicates an implied ANOTHER PORTIONorthe testimonyunwillingness of the constructor wntten by two other NRC ofDetals said
(Bechtel) to < hare information with the James W. Cook, the Consumers vke
NRC and sometimes with the licensee president in charge of the Midland
(Consumersi," Cook wrote. project, is an " extremely capable and dy-

"Histoneally, one of the NRC questiens namic individual" but that these attn-has been. 'Who is running the job - Be- butes may be causing confusion because
chtel or Consumers?,'" Cook said adding Cook is too involved in details of plant
that a second example "would allow one operations.
to believe it is Bechtel." Consumers has declined comment on

The example involved a form that the the NRC testimony, and said it will re-
NRC insisted Consumers generate to co. sPond with its own testimony during the
ordmate the installation of instruments soil heanng.

needed for the soil work. The form was But at a news conference Tuesday,
wntten by Consumers and approved by Cook responded to the testimony that ad-

dressed him personally.
"My pohey is to be involved to the ex-

tent one person is able to be," Cook said.
He said such personal involvement by
upoer management is essential to satis-
factorily complete any nuclear project.

Cook also said there was "some con-
fusion 'n the way that NRC testimonya
was wntten." and that Consumers will

| attempt to clanfy the situation in its tes-
timony, which has not yet been filed.
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Commued from Pa0e F-1 [ $
forward with allegations about com-,
structlos proWems.

* In May, s*easemers Power
clears a major regulatory hurdle
when the NRC announces the plant*

esa be operated safe!y.
The federal agency's " Safety

Evaluation Report * Indicates the
nuclear plant can be operated safe-
ly. The study notes that the soII
setuement probiers is unresolved.

e In July, the NRC concludes the
plant will mot pose a significaat taa-
ard le the environtpeat..

The NRC's " Final Eavironmental
Statement" to another empattant
egetory forCensumers Power.

* Im June, Consumers Power is
rocked by werkers* allegations of
shoddy construction practices.

The Government AccountabGity
Prefect publiettes charges of faulty
welding practices, poor quality coe.
tret, las NRC inspections, and on-
the job marijuana smotleg byworkery.

e la suly, four former employees
accuse a subcontractor of falsifytag
records of materials used la ces>
structboa of the plant's vest 11stang
system.

The whers produce doc-
uments that Indicate that Zack Co.,
a Chicago firm, knew that one of its
ens efhclats had altered the docu-
meats. The NRC agrees to probe the
charges.

e la October, the Michigan Water ,
Resources Commissnoe grants the
utility permissaoa to discharge wa-
ter from the plant's conding pond
into the Tittabaoassee River,

s.
Consumers Power hails the 'per. '

mit. But officials from Tittabawas-
see Townshty fear the hot water wtu
degrade the river's water quality,
and announce they will chauenge
the permd.

* 1a November, Consumers Power
acknowledges at will have to choose
acw completion dates for the twta
reactors.

* to December, the Bechtel Corp.
lays off more than I 000 of its con-
struction Worters.

Bechtet, the main contractor at
the plant site, takes actica after
Consumers Power announces a con-
structson slowdown.

* Despite the constructica prot >
*

lems, the NRC grants Consumers
Power permission to resume wort
en the underground foundatioAs.

.
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Attachment 5..
GOVERNMENT,ACCOUNTADIUTY PROJECT
instaute for Pokcy Studies
1901 Que Street. N.W., Washington. D.C. 20009 (202)234 9382

November 11,-1982

Mr. Harold P. Denton
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Division of Licensing
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Mr. James G. Keppler
Administrator, Regicn III
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission .

799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn. Illinois 60137

Re: Midland Nuclear Power Plant, Units I & II
- Consumers Power Company, Quality Assurance Program

Implementation for Soils Remedial Work
- Consumers Power Company Midland Independent

7
' Review Program

Dear Sirs:

This letter provides a comprehensive review of the written materials and.

presentations from the October 24 and November 5, 1982 meetings between Consumers ,

Power Company (CPCC) and the NRC at the Bethesda offices. We are submitting
these comments on behalf of those former employees, local citizens and the
Lone Tree Council of the tri-city area surrounding the plant.

We are pleased with a number of results to date; specifically the inclusion of
the Tara Corporation's vertical slice review, the expertise of Parsons and
Brinkerhoff, and the impressive qualifications of certain personnel selected to
perform the independent assessment. Further, we are pleased with the consensus
for the independent auditors to submit their reports simultaneously to CPCo and
the Nuclear Regulatory Ccmmission.

In general, however, we remain skeptical of the plan being provided by CPCo to
allay legitimate NRC and public concerns over the safety of the Midland project.
Although we are operating at a handicap due to the generalized nature of CPCo's
presentations, tr.e following specific concerns and observations may be helpful
as you review the final CPCo proposal.

I. Summary of Octcbor 22, 1982 Recomendations

on October 22, 1982 GAP provided an extensive review of the three Consumers
Power Company letters outlining the utility's proposed relief. The review

.

A
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Mr. Harold P. Denton
-2- November 11, 1982Mr. James G. Keppler

4

included a number of specific concerns which remain unresolved, as well as
pertinent recommendations. Based on our review of the licensee proposals (and
subsequent presentations) we are asking the NRC:

1. To withhold approval of the independent audit proposal in its
present form.

2. To require two further public meetings, in Michigan,,that finalize
the details of the independent contracts.

At least one of these meetings should be in Midland, so thata.
local residents can be informed; and one of these meetings
should fully explain the proposed single-point accountability
(SPA) propesal, including having the individuals who are to
perform this function explain their personal understanding of
their respective responsibilities.

b. Further, GAP recommends that:

1. Final approval of the SPA individuals rest with the NRC;
2. SPA of ficials should commit to at least one meeting and

site tour with public nuclear employee witnesses to ::e-
solve their allegations

3. SPA of ficials should be accessible to the public on a
i regularly scheduled basis to discuss the status of the

work.

The second meeting should provide an opportunity for all thec.
contracted independent auditors to meet directly with the NRC
staff, in public, and review the terme and requirements of
their contracts.

To require the expansion of the proposed training sessions, including3.
NRC review of the training materials relating to NRC regulations and
requirements.

To increase direct contact between NRC regional management officials4.
and QA/QC personnel performing work on the soil remedial project,
including written materials for each employee, a site visit by
Mr. Keppler, and an "open door" policy with resident inspectors.

5. To reject the INPO evaluation by Management Analysis Company as the
(Although GAP believes the INPO evaluationindependent assessment.

may be beneficial to CPCo management, it does not meet the minimum
requirements for either independence or a comprehensive evaluation.)

To reject the selection of Stone & Webster for the independent6.
assessment of QA implementation.

To request that the entire record, including all relevant, material7.
raw data,be provided to the NRC with the weekly and monthly report..

. ... _ - - _ - . _ - - - _
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!tr. Harold P. Denton
Mr. James G. Keppler -3- November 11, 1982

8. To require a mandated percentage of field verification of the systems
being reviewed.

Finally, GAP provided a series of specific recommendations for the charters of
,

the independent contractors and subcontractors. These are noted below:

1. The independent contractor should be responsible directly to the
NRC, submitting all interim and final product simultaneously with-
CPCo and the NRC.

I

2. The independent contractor should do a historical assessment of
CPCo's prior work, including a frank report of the causes of the;

soils settlement problem.

3. The charter should ensure that, once hired, CPCo cannot dismiss
the independent contractor from the project without prior notice
to the NRC and an NRC-sponsored public meeting to justify the

'
decision.

4. The charter should require that each auditor,'at least five already
identified, subcontract any services for which its direct personnel
are not qualified.

5. The charter should require that the proposed methodology be dis-
closed: specifically selection criteria and size of the samples
for inspections and testing.

6. The charter should require the auditors to provide calculations
demonstrating that it is possible to adequately complete its work
during the proposed timeframe.

7. The charter should require the auditor to support its proposed
methodology through references to established professional codes
(ASIM, ASME, ANSI, AWS, etc.) .

8. The charter's should require all auditors to report all safety- -

related information directly to the NRC.
;

.

i 9. The employees and auditors should demonstrate that the personnel
assigned to the project are free from conflicts of interest.

10. The auditors must recommend corrective action, and then control
,

its implementation.'

Our further comments can be categorized into priority items and methodology.
,

.

A.. Priority Items

1. No soils work should be allowed to ao forward until all questions on
implementation review process are resolved.

.

- , , - - , - ,--
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Mr. Harry P. Denton
Mr. James G. Kappler -4- November 11, 1982

.

s. Lack of independence. At the November 5,1982 meeting it was,

obvious that the most basic questions about Stone & Webster's
,

(S&W) work had not been resolved. The disclosure that S&W in
fact had done previous work for CPCo was particularly disturbing.
This places S&W in the same position as MAC. According to the

,,

"Independency criteria" outlined in the February 1,1982 letter ,'
from Chairman Palladino to Congressman John Dengell, as well as

3 the previous independence criteria used in Region III, S&W must
be rejected.

b. Conflict of interest. Further, the conflict-of-interest clause
pertaining to "significant amounts" of stock has not been ade-
quately explained, nor has the specific stockholding been ade-
quately disclosed for the members of S&W's management review
team and the S&W corporation itself. Insignificant conflicts

,

should be fully disclosed and explained, subject to NRC approval.'

I c. Lines of authority. Additionally, S&W and Consumers representatives.
could not provide adequate answers to explain who has final deci-
sionmaking authority within and between S&W, Bechtel and Consumers.
It was quite clear that Consumers "does not anticipate" any prob-
lems between the numerous involved parties. This optimistic
attitude belies a sense of security that is inconsistent with
both the pot'ential and the historic problems between Bechtel and
Stone & Webster. (Specifically, GAP recommends the use of the
NRC dissenting professional opinion procedure throughout this
process.

2. The CPCo option to provide QA implementation for only a 90-day period
,

must be dropped.

. As proposed, the 90-day initial assessment period will cover only the
| trial period of construction. This limited scope cannot realistically
l present any assurance that CPCo and Bechtel have reversed a decade-long

history of failures and bungling. Anything less than 100% review will
fall short of accomplishing the goal of the proposed remedy.

.

!

3. Until the specific methodology of how S&W is going to evaluate the
adecuacy of technical, construction and c_uality procedures is dis-
closed, no approval should be issued. ,

Although the evaluation will be cumulative, it is critical that NRC
staff and the public are aware of the methodology for S&W's review.
Otherwise , faulty fact-finding techniques will be faits accompli

| when the public has an opportunity to review them.

4. Release and Review of the Project Quality Plan for soils QA review
is essential.

l

|
This document evidently holds the key to S&W review. It is through

this Plan that the actual implementation will be reviewed and

t

.. - - -. . .- . . __ _ _ _ . __ _
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Mr. Harry P. Denton

5- November 11, 1982Mr. James G. Keppler -

monitored. It is critical that this document be released for public

review and analysis before any NRC approval is given.
.

5. It is critical that CPCo commission an independent assessment team
.

as quickly as possible.

1. As indicated previously, GAP cannot accept MAC and the INPO
evaluation as a substitute for an independent review. (See

:

October 22, 1982 letter, pp. 17-18.) As a result we have re-

frained from providing specific comment on the MAC proposals.
However, some of the major programmatic weaknesses are listed

1

below--

I - lack of historical analysis of problems to get to the " root
cause," leaving unanswered questions with regards to the

. contradicting the ACRS's June 9, 1982 request to thecauses
NRC staff); .

.

1 - lack of trending of systems or nonconformances to identify
specifically weak areas of construction or QA/QC functions;

i

j - time guidelines dictated by the utility, hampering the
independence of any company to define the scope of necessary'

evaluations;

- lack of specified criteria to identify the qualifications of
the key factfinders and inspectors

- reporting procedures that exclude independent contact with
the NRC;

- evaluation / contact report that provides a weak substitute
for Nonconformance Reports without verification of corrective
action;

- lack of recommendations for resolution of identified weak-
nesses; and

- lack cf recogniticn for the gravity of Midland's problems,
evidenced by attcmpting to substitute INPO for aggressive
independent assessment.

I
| 6. Expansion of the role performed by Tera Corporation is appropriate.

a. The Tera Corporation proposed to look 6: the Auxiliary Feedwater
System for its independent safety system. This system has been
reviewed several times in previous audits. GAP recommends that
this system be rejected in favor of- a combination of two systems:
one system under controversy -- the HVAC system specifically1/ --
and another system yet unidentified for major review or auditing.,

l .

In an October 12, 1982 letter from Mr. J. G. Keppler to Ms. Billie Garde, itII

was suggested that the independent assessment would resolve the questions of the
_ . _ _ _ _ _
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Mr. Harry P. Denton
Mr. James G. Keppler -6- November 11, 1982

i
b. Tera's work, although admirable, failed to provide an acceptable

or even identifiable level of field verification of the as-built
i condition and failed to explain the disclosed inconsistencies in

the scope of its proposed field verification effort.4

.

It is our recommendation that Tera provide additional qualified
personnel to conduct comprehensive field review of the system (s)
under scrutiny. -

'

c. Tera should be removed from any reporting line through MAC,
answering directly (and simultaneously) to the NRC and the licensee
with reports and findings. (This was already reflected in Tara
written presentation, but was not clear in the MAC/CPCo ccanments

! at the October-24 meeting.)

; B. Methodology

Generally, the specific methodology for assessments / audits was non-existent.
Without the information on such issues as the size of samples, specific
system criteria for examination, evaluation criteria, forms used for
evaluations and reporting procedures, it is impossible to accept any re-
view as adequate.

The Tera's presentation was a refreshing deviation from the otherwise
public relations-style presentatie 2. It is our request that any further
meetings be delayed until after CPCo provides adequate comprehensive metho-
dologies for analysis. (Perhaps the NRC could provide examples of parti-
cularly noteworthy ir. dependent reviews to CPCo in an effort to demonstrate
a truly broad scope assessment.)

It is our earnest hope that this methodology, once provi'ded, will provide.

a basis to begin restoration of public confidence in the plant. Anything
short of an "open book" at this point will fall short of the goals of this
expensive effort.

We have attempted to provide a thorough review of the massive independent
.

assessment efforts at the Midland site. But a comprehensive effort is impos-
sible based on the miniral public disclosure to date. As a result, we request
the following specific plans or documents from the NRC in order to finish our
evaluation.

1. The details of the Quality improvement Plan (QIP) (September 17 l,

!letter to Denton).

2. The Project Quality Plan (S&W presentation, November 5,1982)
4

3. The Single Point Accountability System. (September 17,'1982
CPCo letter to Denton)

'

(footnote continued)
HVAC systems adequacy. It does not appear to be the case in any of the
presentations thus far.

-- -. - .- - -_ _. _ - . .-. . . . . - - . _ . . _ - - . .\
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Mr. Harry P. Denton
Mr. James G. Keppler -7- November 11, 1982,

4. The criteria for selection of the independent auditors

5. The criteria for choosing the. specific safety system

6. A reporting (communication line) chart,' from the worker up and
the NRC down

7. The conflict-of-interest disclosures for all independent
assessment corporations, individuals and management

8. The training materials to be used as part of the QIP

9. The criteria for selection of field verification inspections
by Tera personnel

10. The breakdown of S&W personnel with nuclear experience by plant
sies.

II. Conclusion

Finally, we wish to thank you for your inclusion of public comment into this
procedure. It is a positive step forward on behalf of public safety issues.

We look forward to notification of the next meetings on the independent assess-
ment of the Midland pisnt, as well as notification of any other pertinent
meetings on the Midland project. As the role of the Governmen* Account' ability
Project in the Midland investigation grows, it seems appropriate to repeat an
oft-used phrase of Mr. James S. Keppler about the William H . Zimmer Nuclear
Power Station. The "real sin" at Zi=mer is thtt the plant is in the ground at
97% complete. Since Midland is far from complete, there remains an opportunity

! to avoid the sins of Zimmer -- but it will take concerted effort by all parties
at this critical juncture.

Sincerely,

O ^ *B b, 1 .~

BILLIE P. GARDE
| Director

Citizens Clinic for Accountable Government

BG/my

|

|
1
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John A. Palen, saii.,.

,

.- Norman C. Rumple, pumu.a.,sm.rao.
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N-plant testimony raises
: _~

senous questions
| ll-lo-f L
| The picture of the hiidland nuc-
l lear plant project that emerges out U Y N"Nof testimony prepared by NRC offi-

eialsis a disturbingone.
Slipshod work is tolerated at the while before commenting.The pub-

projectin the hope that quality con- lie ought to reservejudgment until
trol inspectors will find construc- Consumers has defendeditself.
tion mistakes later, says written Butit alsoought to hold Consum-
t'estimony prepared for presenta- ers to a thorough and candid de-
tjon to the Atomic Safety and fense, and to prompt action to cor-
Licensing Board. rect the situation if the NRC char-
- Bechtel Power Corp., the plant's acterizations have a basisin fact.

,

| girime contractor, appears to be The nuclear plant's implications
smning the saow instead of Con- for public health and the economy

i sumers Power Co., the plant owner, in the hfidland area are enormous.
'

the testimony says. It is no project in which :o be toler-
. And. in the words of NRC ofTicial ating shoddy work, putting cost

Robert F. Warnick, "We are con- and schedules ahead of quality or
vinced that Bechtel has cost and paying more attention to public re-
scheduling as their foremost con- lationsthan to substance.
dderation. Quality is taking a h!idlanders shouldn't rush to
back. seat with management." judgment until Consumers has
me testimony also characterizes been heard from. Neither should

Consumers as overly-defensive ab- they file this round of criticism in
out criticism and more concerned the same folder with claims that
with keeping non compliance nuclear reactors can explode like
it4ms oft,the public record than bombs.
with fixing them. The NRC testimony is a serious

i

| The testimonyis the harshest yet indictment by knowledgable peo-
tfcome from the NRC about the ple. It raises doubts and questions
Slidland project. Consume-s ofli- thet have to be settled before the
etals have said they want to wait a plant should be allowed tooperate.

..

._ _
. .. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Government Accountability' Project

; Institute for Policy Studies

! ATTN: Ms. Billie P. Garde
-

Director,

Citizens Clinic for
! Accountable Government

1901 Que Street, NW'

Washington, D. C. 20009;

|' Dear Ms. Carde:

l Thank you for your letters dated October 22, 1982 and November 11, 1982;

addressed to Mr. Denton and me, conveying the Government Accountability
Project's views on quality assurance matters and the third party
assessment at the Midland Nuclear Power Station. We are considering
your consnents and concerns.

There have been two public meetings on the independent review program,
| one held October 25, 1982, and the second on November 5, 1982.
!

) After the October 25 meeting Mr. Eisenhut and I informed Mr. James Cook
of Consumers Power Company by telephone that our preliminary thoughts

; were that the following elements were necessary, but may not be sufficient,
!

i
to accomplish an adequate overall review of-QA matters:

; '

1. The third party design review, which focused on the
auxiliary feedwater system (proposed by TERA Corporation),

j should be broadened by including one or two additional
!

safety systems and that the reviews should encompass an
j evaluation of the actual system installation (i.e.,
I

| construction). In addition, consideration should be given
to perhaps expanding the program for confirming construction

i

! quality.

1

2. The INPO and biennial QA audits are not an acceptable substitute
for the third party review. While these antivities do have
merit, they do not fulfill the total needs we have identified.

i

3. Questions were raised concerning whether Management Analysis
Company was sufficiently independent to assume letd responsibility
for the independent review.

4

Regarding the ability of the Stone and Webster personnel to perform
the third party independent review of the remedial soils work, the final

,

;

decision will be made in the near future.-

.

,

!

, -r- - - .n - , . - - ~ - - - - - , . ,,. . . - . - - _ - . - - - - - - -
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UCC A 4 G82'i Billie P'. Garde -2-

i The remainder of the independent review effort is still under
consideration. We intend to hold a public meeting, probably in
Midland, regarding the independent review programs at the Midland
site, but the date has not yet been scheduled.

You requested a series of documents in the November 11, 1982 letter.
None of these are in the NRC's possession, although they would be
available for our review at the plant site or corporate offices. You-

may wish to request access to the documents frem Consumers Power.

'I also understand from my staff that you have indicated to them that
the Government Accountability Project has additional affidavits concerning
construction activities at the Midland site. If you do have further
information, I would hope that you would forward it to us promptly
so that we may include it in our investigation of the affidavits you
previously submitted.

I can assure you that the NRC shares your concern that any third party
at Midland be both independent and competent. We also must be careful
that we, the NRC, do not intrude into the review process ourselves and
thus compromise its independence. We will, however, provide sufficient
direction to assure the thoroughness and objectivity of the review.

Sincerely,

'
.

; James G. Keppler'

Regional Administrator.s
*

1

*

I
.

|
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LM:||''t December 7, 1982
"". ",,."A'" -
. .

The Honorable Nunzio Palladino -

Chairman
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Chairman:

In response to my request, Mr. David Gamble, a former member of
the staff of the NRC Office of Inspector and Auditor (OIA), has
provided the Subcommittee documents pertaining to the OIA
inquiry into certain aspects of the Zimmer matter. In his cover
letter, Mr. Gamble raises questions about the integrity of the
OIA investigation of the adequacy of the NRC Region III
investigation of Mr. Thomas Applegate's Zimmer allegations.

Of particular concern is that Mr. Gamble was directed to remove
documents from the OIA offices with the result that no mention
was made of these documents in the NRC response to a Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) request submitted by the Government
Accountability Project (GAP). Moreover, it appears that at
least one important Zimmer document which remained in the OIA
files, the document summarizing the OIA interview with Mr.
Harpster, was neither included in the OIA Zimmer report nor

i mentioned in response to the GAP FOIA request.

The withholding of such documents had the ef fect of placing the
ZSrmer situation in a more favorable light than was justified by
the f acts. The withholding of these documents contributed to

'

the delay in public recognition of the true status of the Zimmer
; project.

Accordingly, I would appreciate your providing me the following
information: (1) the reason for Mr. Gamble being directed to
remove documents from the OIA of fices; (2) the basis for the NRC
not indicating to GAP the exis*.ence of these documents; (3) the
rationale for the failure to include Mr. Harpater's interview in
the OIA Zimmer report of August 7,1981; (4) the results of any
NRC inquiry into the propriety of OIA withholding Zimmer
documents; and (5) an enumeration of steps taken by the -

Commission to insure against further acts of improper
withholding of documents.

Sincerely, _

MORRIS K. UDALL
Chairman
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With So Many Problems ia u But nuclear critics aren't impressed, ar-

one wonder how many other Emmers might
be lurking out there," says Democratic Rep. guing that the pub!!c safety remains danger-*

Drugs & A Co o on ge g. Morns K. UdaH of Aruona, who hu Md j ously at the mercy of the companies build-
lag the plants. And up to a pomt. NRC offi-

beanngs on Dmtner.
I clats agree with thu argument. They con-

Special IAVestjg3tio5 cede that the commission has the resources
t

By JOHN R. EusHWH.t.gx Similar. If less severe, cases are known. to sample only a small part of the actual
'

twr nes.me f Tu w a swa Jaaan In late 193, following months of pressun work done at a nuclear site. "We rely on the
CINCtNNATI-By its owner's rrdoning. frum local citizens * groups and the medla, ""f.,Y. and the contractors to do the jobthe Wilham H. Dmmer nuc! car plant,10- the NRC conducted a special lavestgation of rip says the NRCs Mr. Xeppler,

cated about 28 miles from this city, is 97% the South Texas nuclear power plant beer in tk case of Zimmer, the NRC feels
completed. The fate of the rematntag 3% is built by Houston Ughting & Power Co. and that its trust was abused. "From a quahty-

others; the commission found problem.s assurance standpumt, this is the worst plant
unclear"rnanth, based on a variety of stme- ~ ranging from inadequate construcuan prac- Picase Turn to Page St. Column iL.ast
tural and paper work irregulanues at the tices to safety inspectors being threatened
project, the federal Nuclear Regulator 7 with physical harm by construction workers.f

Commission ordered a halt to construction As a result, the NRC fined Houston Ughting
of those parts of the plant deerned necessary 1100.000, and construction was stopped for

' for safe operation and shutdewn. Cincinnau several montM (but has since resumedl.
Gas & Elecinc Co.. wh ch is headmg a Then, late hst year, the NRC actually
gToup of utthues building the $1.7 bdhon. gave permission to Pactfte Gas & Electric
SW.0OO kilowatt f acility, had been predicting Co. to start operating its Diablo Canyoti cu-
the plant would be ready to load fuelin the clear plant at Avila Beach, Calif.-only to
, third quarter of 1983. Now the utl!!!y is reas- retract that go ahead when PGt E engmeers
;sessing that prediction, although a spokes- discovered that in analyzing the plant's abd-
man says: "We are absolutely certam the sty to withstand an earthquake, the utility
plant will be bud and operated." had mistakenly used construction data from

James Keppler,the head of the NRC's re-
gional inspection oface near Qicago,

a companion plant being built at the site.

doesn't have that absolute :rtainty, Mr.
Pending resolut on of that problem, thei

plant remains closed.I

Keppler, whose office oversees the Zimmer There is also the possibility that some op- i

plant, says there is a slim pvssibility the erating plants may have undetected defects i

tlant has too many deticiencies ever to be because federal safety regulators tied about
bcensed-which would be a first in nuclearinspecting them. (See story Ja page 301

' history. And though he adds that the rnore The safety of nuclear plants received in-
Itkely course is that the plant wtil eventually tense pubhcity following the 19M accident at
be allowed to operate, he goes on to say: the Three Mlle is!and nuc! car facf!!!y in
"It's impessible to give a Grm estimate lof Pennsylvania. Though the worst accident in
compleaon timel untt! you have ideatJfleo the history of commercial nuclear icwer ,
;au the problema." was caused by equipment f ailures end oper-

g g*g g stor mistakes rather than construction deft-
The problervis, according to the NRC and cienctes, it was aim du in Wge pm m W

others, are manifold: Coratmetion records failure of officials in the government and nu- 1

are missing or have been doctored; h ricar industry to idenuty and effecovely (
sands of welds on the plant are beheved t deal with similar prob: ems triat had oc- I

be deficient; the quanty of steel and othu , curred earlier at other nuclear facilities. j

miterial is suspect. Added to that. safety tn-
spectors have testified to being threatened
and harassed trymg to do their jobs, I

- _ - - _ _ . . _ - _ _
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TroubLec Project: Construction Halt at Nuclear Plant:

In Ohio Is Raising a Host of Troublesome Questions
~

'

t
ConhamedFrum First Pope just surfacely treated my allegations." he volvtag alcohol, guns, drugs or borAmaking-

rye ever seen." says Victor Giunsky, one of asserts. "I've spent more time looking for a would be "tn violatHM of our rules."
i

the agency's five ruimg commissioners. last dog." IIn hmdsight. Nunno Palladino. The probe by NRC's internal auditors'

For its part. Cincinnati Gas & Electric the NRC's current chairman, agrees that agreed with Mr. Applegate that the emual

strongly defends its conduct and the quajiry the commission's in!Ual probe of Mr. Apple- NRC invesugauon of his charges was super-

of the Zimmer plant. A spokesman for the gate's charges should have been more com- hela!. For example, the detecttve had said

udhty admats that there are " paper work pmhusin.) that deficient weids had been accepted for

: dehciencies" in the construction records and Going to the Press use; he went on to cite three such welds.,

The E inmugaung team M Satthat some repairs are needed. but he adds: So Mr. Applegate went to the press and cham d't k ubstanuad But k"Basica!!y. we thir.k the plant constNetion managed to generate a few stones, includ- sWWam M MNeis safe and swnd." (Cincinnau Gas & Elec* ing a leng2y piece in the Chicago Sun- in s inmugate W mW tM Mtrte owns 40'". of Dmmer; a unit of Co- P.mes. And in May ISs0. he contacted the 2at m W N cW weMs had Wn &fumbus. Ohio based American Electnc Government Accountability Project, a placed after Mr. Applegate made has allega-
J Power Co. has a 28.M inte'est in the facil- Washington, D.C.-based private group that IS"*
; ity, and Dayton Pown & IJght Co. owns the works to protect whisde blowers, mostly in Thgh obvkWy pleased wt2 parts of

rest. the government. Though the private detec- W NRC repons. GAP herr $ disagrndWhatever the ments of the respect!ve ar- tive was a private causen. GAP took the m2 mm map cec u ons. W Wgurnents, the fact is that the NRC was get*
case'nter Thomas Devine. GAP's legal direc-2a1 nw buHding at Emm shouMn't pung warmng signals since the mid 1970s E ahead unul au the Mkms in the mgabout problems at Zimmer. However, those tor. In the 31 year old Mr. Devine. Mr. Ap- wk had bun hum And me sesignais-ranging from complaints by plant plegate found someone willing and able to sened mat $w W unhty s past fat uso

workers to some of the commission's uwn prube into matters at Zimmer. (In choosing foHow constmem W at Emm. Wruutme inspection reports-went largely un- a career. Mr. Devme says "I had to decide nt egmms a ou be brought in Wheeded unul one Thomas Applegate ap- whether to be a lawyer or an investigat!ve
Pi s

'

I peared on tha scene. reporter. So I became an invesugauve law- gg post APin August
I The 31 ynt$1J Mr. Applegate is an un- yer."1 Mr. Devme and his colleagues at Gled to the NRC 120 pages of further conten-

likely figure Sr the role he has beert playing GAP talked to every source suggested by tions about problems at Zimmer and sup-in the Zim.. -r affair. A private detecuve Mr. Appiegate and followed ?very lead pro- ported those contenbons with anomer groupwith no ntpar background. he first came vided by the pnvate deteethe and then de,
8 " 8 3 000 pages

to Zimmer m November 1973 in the course veloped new sources and leads of their ,"" b um M age 9e es
of invesurating a domesuc squabble; the oma. and individuals were lookicg into matters at
husband of the couple involved happened to When the GAP investigators felt they had Zimmer. The Justice Department, for exam-
work at the plant. enough evidence of an inadequate investiga- pie, began investigating possible criminal

Lanng the domestic probe. Mr. Apple- tion by the NRC, they went to the special violations at the plant. And in June. Rep.
gate uncovered evidence of ttrnecard cheat- counsel of the Merit Systems Protecuan Udall held his first heanng on the situauon
ing by Zimmer workers. He brought that to Board, a federal agmy empowered to help -

at gimm.
the attention of utility officials who were whistle blow 1pt government ernployees. The
sufhelent!y impressed to hire him as an in- counsel. Impressed w2 the evidence. Constrtiction Halt
vestigator at the construcuon site in Decem- pushed the NRC for a response to GAP's in November, the five NRC commission-
ber 109. A month later. he was let gu. The charges. ers, by a 3-2 vote. ordered construedon at
utility says his work was fimshed. Mr. Ap- The NRC's response was to start new In- Zimmer halted immediately, pending efforts
1,1cgate insists he was fired because he was vestigations of Zimmer. One by the commas- to explore fully the growmg list of problems
exposmg construcuon problems at the ston's internal auditors reviewed the NRC's at the plant.

I plant. Imtial probe of Mr. Applegate's charges. An- Ear!!er this year. G AP filed requests un-
Bemg dropped didn't daunt Mr. Apple- other looked at the quality of Zimmer's con- der the Freedom of Infurm:stion Act seeking'

rate. In early 1960, on his own, he called the struction. supporting documents and draft reports re-
NRC in Washington with his charges, which The latier probe resulted in the 1:00.000 leased to the NRC's investigations of Zim-
included theft of matenals and defective fine and a two inch thick report that found mer. GAP's Mr. Devine says the requests
welding at Zimmer. He tatked several umes violations of 12 of 18 basic safety criteria for were partly prompted by suspielons that
tu staff offletals, he san, but didn't think building a nuclear plant. The report also in- parts of the reports had been watered down
they were snowmg enough interest. He then ciuded affidaytts from workers who testified and that other sections had been deleted en-
placeo another eati to the agency, derr.4nded . 3 aleciol and drug use by workers at Zim- tirely.
to speak with the top man and was con- mer. Two plant INards testified to obserymg 'n respnnse to those requests, the NRC
nected with John Ahearne. m acting NRC 1 bookmaking operation and gun raff es be- told GAP that the commission's files didn't
chairman. " Twenty four hours later . . . two ing run at the site, contain any drafts of the auditors' report on
NRC investigators were at my front door." The spokesman for Cincinnau Gas & the initial Applegate investigation. But
he recalls. Electric says the ut!!ity paid the NRC hne sources say that statement, though perhaps

! But the detecuve was soon to be disap- "to avoid endless heanng" on an appeal and technically correct, wasn't re.111y true. As
pinted. Tha NRC invesuranon resu!ted in not bceause it agreed mth all the findings.
only une. relauvely manor, citat2on. ''Thev He tays further that a!!eged incidents in-

|
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one NRC lavestigator involved la the report
told Congressman Udall, he had had draft
copws of the report in his office file but was
c dered tu remove them after GAP filed its
retuest. GAP recently filed suit against the
N8 C in a Washington federal court seeking
a determination of whether NRC employees
acted lilegally la hand!!ag the requests.

The response to GAP's informatica re-
quests caused heated debate within the
NRC, sources say. Some NRC omcials ar-
gued that while the agency could Aght pub-
lic declosure of certata dncuments it was
obligated under the law, at the very least. to
idenufy all the documents it had. "What
happened was a cover up," asserts one NRC
omcial.

James Cummings, the head of the NRC's
internaJ audit office, says that because of
pending Ittigation be can't fully respond to
the charges of a cover up. But he does asy:
"If you ktw all the facts, it isn't fair to
paint us as tuing less than honest.**

!
!

:
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Citizen intervenor criticizes NRC
decision to' begin corrective work

4ABy LORIESIIANE k- p ".3 going to let the work go forward before we each stepof thesoils work.
Daily Newe staff writer resolwe the quentions," she said. She 'this morning, Mrs. Stamirie said she ie

A Freeland woman who has played an $dhheek s pointed uut the NRC now in investigating re-evaluating her participation in the )
active role in a perien of hearings regard- various allegations made by former work- ASLB proccaling, but that she doesni es-
ing the Midland nuclear plant has criti- ers about poor work done at the plant and pect to reach a decision on whether to
cized a UK Nuclear Regulatory Commis- ly, and Consumers' quality annurance that a recent NRC inspection revealed va- keep intervening or to drop out until
sion decision t, hat work may begin to cor- program, the program designed to inspect rious quality. control problems which January.
rect some soil.related problems at the work which han been done and assure it have led to Consumers' agreement to re , She said the decision by the NRC's Re-
plant site. meets NRC requirements. * Inspectita safety-related work. gion III ofUce to allow the underpinning

Barbara Stamiris is a citizen interve- Consumers has presented tentimony on to begin was * shocking in light of all thei

nor in the hearings, which have been both innues; including technical plans to CONSUMERS POWER lead attorney recent findings and inspection reporta*
going on for more than a year. She indi- shore up the foundation of several build- Michael Miller said the utility remgnizes , which show that Quality Ansurance tQA)
cated during Friday's hearing that she ings. The three-man panel of ASLB that the ASLB board doen have the au- i problema still are occurring at the Mid-
believen allowing the work to begin is rie- judgen who are presiding at the hearings thority to require changen in the coita pro- land plant.
ky and unnafe because s final decision has ultimately will decide whether those jects, even though the NRC has granted
not been made by the Atomic Safety and plans are adequate. its approval. MRS. STAMIRIS repeated her belief
Licensing Board regarding the adequacy "The company certainly recognizes that the ASLB should first decide
of the work. IN Tile MEANTIME, however, the that construction'may have to be mod- whether QA programa at the plant are

Obviously discouraged. Mrs. Stamirie NRC already has given approval for work ified,"he said. adequate to ensure the plant's safe con-
alno nald she plana to re-evaluatc her role to begin on the soile projects. That is struction and operation before allowing
in the hearings, but did not say she will allowal even though the ASLB decision Mrs. Stamiria questioned, however, the soil work to proceed. "It only makes
drop out. She did leave Friday's hearing has not yet been made. The ASLB board whether the ASLB board likely would de- . eensetodoitthatway,"shesaid.
after making her statement in the doce have the authority. however, to innue cide the soils work is not adequs'.e now . ,

|

morning. a decision which may require changes in that Consumers in being allowed to do it. *l don't know what my participation
work the NRC already han approved. Lant "Is there anychance wecan even have a will be tin future hearings). I dont see

TIIE IIEARINGS began aller the NRC ~ week the NRC said Connumers may begin fairhearing?*she asked. anyselfigoing through many more hear-
innued an order in December 1979 which installing two piers which will be part of ings if it wont do any good at all," Mrs.
called for amendrnents to Connumer Ibw- an underground support system for build- ASLB CllAIRMAN Charles Bechhoer. Stamirissaid.
er Co.'s construction permita. Consumers ings at the site. er recponded that when the hearings be.
Power requested the hearings, which Mrs. Stamiris won critical of that deci. gan there was no legal requirement for However, she added: ,,It would be her-

have centered on two main innuca: the sion Friday, saying she feels the NRC is Connumers l'ower to get approval for any der to quit at thin point than to see it
discovery of poorly compacted soils in giving Consumers the go.shead before of its work. lie pointed out it was the through because of all the time I,ve in-

stick with it and see st through.;I,d like to
vented. Ifit will be meaningfulsome foundations at the site, which safetylaeuesare resolved. ASLB board who amid the utility must

caused some buildings to settle excessive- *1 find it shocking that we are now secure formal, written NRC approval for ,

a

e
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CONFINDENTIAL CONFIDENTIAL Attachnont 9

AFFIDAVIT

.

My name i s I am submitting this af fidavit freely

and voluntarily, without any promise of reward and in spite of

indirect and implied threats and warnings, not with malice, but.out of

a devotion to my country and community and a genuine concern over the

threat posed by the Midland Nuclear Plant.

.I was born and raised in Michigan. I completed high

school there in and attended the University of where I

was graduated in with a B.A. in I worked.

as a

I was indentured as an apprentice with the

IBEW local I completed this apprenticeship in

am now a State Licensed Journeyman Electrician. It was in this

capacity that I was employed by Bechtel Power Corporation at the

Nidland Nuclear Plant.

I went to work there in and from the first, found it

difficult to adjust to the working conditions and.the pace. I had

always taken pride in my workmanship and was accustomed to working

hard. -I had always worked for small contractors whose success

depended on the men working quickly and efficiently. It was hard

getting used to waiting around for or tracking down somone to sign a

requistion for tools or material; and then possibly waiting another

day or two for the item to be delivered if the request was for

material stored elsewhere on site; or not getting the item at all if

the request was for a tool the superintendent or crib foreman was

holding for his friends. But this was all a part of Bechtel's

. - , _ _ _ _
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philosophy; and you can adjust, get ulcers or quit.

It really isn't hard to understand their philosophy. The

contract pays for time and material--the more material used and the

longer it takes to install it the more money they make. As long as

they can convince the customer they are making progress and the delays

and overruns are not their fault, they can just ride the gravy train,

as it were. The same philosophy permeates all the way down the esoks

but with an added corollary: The less work done, the further benind

you get. The further behind, the more likely you are to get

overtime. It can be plainly seen that this positive financial

reinforcement encourages the " Powerhouse Shuffle".

The " Powerhouse Shuffle" is a name the workmen have applied to

the pace at which you are required to work. A little like walking in

places you must look busy without actually doing anything. I recall

one instance during which I worked two days without a job to do and

was praised for my industriousness. I spent the two days measuring

things---walls, ceilings, floors, cabinets. It didn't matter what I
!

i measured. Everyone who saw me assumed I was working and that I knew
i

! what I was doing. That's the " Powerhouse Shuffle".

They have an arsenal of ways to impose the pace on everyone. I

frequently criticized by my peers for working too quickly. Withwas

the prospective reward of overtime for dawdling---peer pressure is a
l
l tremendous force.

.

Additionally, there is the " material-tool bottleneck". Although

material is routinely cast aside and thrown away if something is

changed or revamped: when first issued, strict controls are used to
.

'
_ -_ _ _ _ _
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account for each item. These controls and procedures do much to slow

the overall progress.

Some subtler methods of retarding the pace are also available.
!

Generally or.e works with a partner. By pairing a faster worker with a

slower worker, they can slow the faster one down. I've never seen a

case in which the slower man was sped up.

Another methc1 is to reward competence with increasingly heavier

and more difficult work. With one foreman I worked for, I started

running 1" conduit and each new assignment was larger conduit in a

more difficult or more awkward location. There is little incentive to

work fast facing a harder jco each time. I was running 6" conduit

when I was transferred.

The transfer is another method of controlling speed by finding

the area in which a man is least competent. On two occasions I was

t.ansferred for execessive competence. The tactical use of

discouragement has also been successfully employed. By assigning a

| difficult job which upon completion is torn out and thrown away, a man

is discouraged from doing nis best. This method works well by

example. In one instance I recall, -a - ar al men spent months

installing 3" and 4" conduit a) @ , cbv south corridor of the auxillary
;

building -- elevation 634'. Whop compiated, it was a very good

example of fine workmanship. When they were told to tear it out, I
,

i

have been told that the men ouit. But the work was so visible, the

lesson was evident to all the men.

|

There is the tcmptation to dismiss such an incident as just an

oversight, a mistake, or somehow not deliberate. But such incidents

o.
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are a way of life there and far too common to be dismissed. Often

times, I had been told in advance that my assignment would be torn out

when I was deno. Once I was in a crew that worked 3 months installing

wireway in the lower spreader room. When we moved to a different

area, another crew came into the spreader roum and spent a month

tear'ing it all out and throwing it away. Meanwhile, we went to 646'

elevation of the Auxillary building and for that month, we tore out

what day shift installed and ran conduit to valves which were not yet

in place. The dayshift would tear out what we installed and would

redo it their way. After a month of this I asked for and received a

transfer.

There are a f ew less specific issues that I have about the safety

of the Midland Nuclear Plant. As I recall, when we installed the

switchgear in the battery rooms on 614' elevation, we were unable to

obtain minimum anchor bolt imbedment because of reinforcement rod

interference. We followed a standard procedurg to deceive quality
contro.. We added threads to an anchor bolt, cut it off and dressed

it up with a grinder and once installed it was practically

indistinguishable from an untampered with bolt. This was not a unique

situation; it was part of the game. Back then there was no code

stamped on the end of the bolc but it would not be difficult to add a

code letter to the procedure. My point is that while the anchor bolts

we installed with no code will be given an ultrasound test , bolts with

a code on them even if counterfeit will be accepted if they pass a

torque test.

l

i Another problem I think perhaps has not been recognized is the
i

| presence of debris in the small bore stainless steel lines. Some of

|
.

._ _ _
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these lines will carry contaminated coolant and waste products. I

cannot begin to count the times I have seen someone throw peanut

shells, orange peels, banana peels or waned paper into 2" and smaller

pipes. Supervision was always good for that. Perhaps it was just

another way of demeaning the men. These lines are by no means

straight nor even limited to a 360 degree bend. I find it difficult

to believe that flushing these lines can blow the banana peels out the

uno.

After having worked in the control room of the Midland Plant, one

can see the control room simulator at the Training Facility, the

single greatest impression made is that the simulator is so vastly

more spacious than the real thing. I think this demonstrates

Consumers Power's own conviction that the control room in the plant is

grossl y undersized. My concern is not for the operator and the

restrictions placed on his movements and the accescibility to his

instruments and cantrols. My concern is more for the heat buildup and

the fact that the control room itself is surrounded by heat generating

electrical conductors in the upper and lower spreader rooms. Couple

this with the fact that in the cable cut shop we were free to

substitute a similar type of cable for a type that was unabailable or

our of stock, and I feel there is a very real possibility that the

operator may have to deal with stray, random or erroneous signals

telling him something is happening when it isn't or that something is

not M.appening when it is. His reactions based on this false input

could vary from serious to slight in consequence. Should he grow

accustomed to these false alarms it could lead to his ignoring a real

problem should one occur.

___ _ __ ___
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By way of example. suppose a cable was required with 3 twisted

shielded pair of 16-guage wire. At the cable cut shop, we may have

substituted 6 conductor 16-guage with a shield. Such substitutions

are routinely made without consultation and without regard to the

purpose, location or operation in which the cable is used. Whether

one conductor may induce a current in another conductor within the

shield and whether this would be significant are unknown factors which

should be investigated.

It was in my final assignment that I began to seriously

consider the possibility that this power plant might actually

fuel up and try to run. My last assignment was to assist Q.C.

in their inspection of electrical conduits and supports. In this

position. I had to take seriously all shortcomings, mistakes and

violatinns both accidental and deliberate. It was no longar a
.

Joke, trying to see how much we could get away with--how much we

could sneak by undetected. All these flaws, deviations, errors

had to be said f or now or with more sever e cont-equences later.

I was assigned to work with the quality control inspection
i

sub-contractor, Comstock Engineering, in My

job duties included the marking and identification of Q-conduit

supports. The Q-conduit supports were all required to be

inspected by quality control because they all involved corduit
;

|

necessary in an emergency shutdown of the plant. My job duties,

in part, required the completion of a form showing the type of

conduit support and the weight it was carrying. I found that

many conduit supports had been in place and were supporting

20 mmAf 8setionco I resorted
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many of the faulty conduit supports to my immediate foreman, but

fai?ed to get any kind of adequate response. Bechtel has a

quality improvement program which permits employees to go from

immediate foreman to their general foreman and finally to the

superintendent if the employee believes that there has not been

adequate attention to the quality control complaint. I did not

get adequate support from either my foreman, general foreman or
the superintendent. My electrical superintendent,

observed me speaking to one of the Comstock Engineering

inspectors and pointing out some of the weight problems in the

conduit supports. The electrical ~ superintendent instructed me to

no longer fill in the weight portion of the forms which I was

completing. I was also instructed, through the general foremen,

that I was not to point out potential violations in the conduit

support system to the Comstock Engineering people, as it was

their job to find the violations; and it was my job to fix and
*,-

repair those conduit supports after the violation had been

discovered. My foreman, Bob Essex, told me that they would wait

and see if the violations were caught before taking any steps to

make repairs.

I finally decided to write a letter to the NRC regarding the

quality control mistakes which I had been observing. This letter

was generated because of a story which I saw in the Midland Daily

| News in which a former Comstock Engineering employee had written

to complain of the lax attitude of OC and the unqualified

inspectors. I welcomed this news because I knew how valid his
1

complaint was. Out of the 12 inspectors I worked with, only one

( could be considered even marginally competent or qualified. A
1
:

l
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few days after that story appeared, there was an article

indicating-that the NRC had dismissed the complaint of the

Comstock employee because of lack of specific information. In

response to that article, I wecte the NRC a letter specifying two

kinds of violations which I had observed. First was the numerous

violations of waight standards and the lack of inspection for
,

compliance with weight specifications and second, the improper

installation and use of the type 30 conduit supports which are

attached to the flanges of steel I-beams. I wrote the letter to

the NRC in February, 1982; and shortly thereafter I was

instructed to go back and fill in the weight portions of the

forms for each of the conduit supports. There was also some

action to correct some of the conduit supports which were not in

compliance with specifications. I have attached a copy of this

list setting forth each conduit support and the problem which I

observed to be not in compliance with specifications. The two

(2) that are crossed out on the attached list were subsequently

corrected. However, to the best of my knowledge, the remainder

have not been corrected. I brought notice of each of these

conduit support violations to both my foreman and general
i

1

l foreman, although a copy of this list has not been given to

anyone connected with the power plant or to the NRC.

! I was terminated as an employee of the Bechtel Power

Corporation at the Midland Nuclene Power Plant on March 31,

1982. It is my belief that av termination was a direct result of

my communication to the NRC.;

I wish to reserve the right to expand this affidavit at a

.
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,

later date.

.

I have read the above nine (9) Page affidavit and it is t. rue"

and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.

4

ORIGINAL OF THIS AFFIDAVIT NOTARIZED
AND FILED WITH NUCLEAR REGU LATORY COMMISSION
ON June 29, 1982

- _ _ . - . -
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GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY PROJECT
-

| Institute for Policy 5tudies
1901 Que Street. N.W. Washington. D.C. 20009 (202)234 9382-

January 11, 1983
,

1
1

Dr. Chescer Siess, Acting Chairman -

Midland ACRS Subcommittee
3110 Newmark Laboratories
208 N. Romine .

University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801

Dear Dr. Siess:

As you know, the Midland Nuclear Power Plant being constructed
i by Consumers Power Company (Consumers) in Midland, Michigan has
i historically had serious construction problems. Your committee

and your Washington staff have consistently demonstrated a sin-
core concern about developments at the construction site. You-
may not be aware, however, that the situation at Midland has
deteriorated dramatically in recent months. At the same time the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff.has taken a number of
actions that may have irreversible consequences for the construc-
tion project and upon the ability of the NRC to now assure the'
public that this nuclear plant can operate safely.

We urge you to consider seriously the current events at Midland,
and to take decisive action through the ACRS meeting process to
pull together the fragmented Midland story. The complications
and contradictions of the after-the-fact Operating License and
Soils / Quality Assurance hearing, the numerous independent audits,
the overlapping and incomplete staff investigations and inspections,
and the weekly setbacks have produced a nuclear industrial regula-
tion nightmare.

The Government Accountability Project (GAP) is a project of the
Institute for Policy Studies (IPS), Washington, D. C. The purpose
of GAP's three clinics -- Federal Government, Citizens Clinic and
Nuclear Clinic -- is to broaden tue understanding of the vital
role of the public employee, private citizen and nuclear worker

. in preventing waste, corruption or health and safety dangers. GAP
! also offers legal and strategic counsel to whistleblowers, provides

a unique legal education for law student interns, brings meaningful
and significant reform to the government workplace, and exposes
government actions that are repressive, wasteful or illegal, or
that pose a threat to the health and safety of the American public.
Presently, the Project provides a program of multi-level assistance
for government employees, citizens and corporate employees who re-
port illegal, wasteful or improper actions. GAP also regularly
monitors governmental reforms, offers expertise to Executive Branch

;
,

w w +- m ,
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offices and agencies, state and local governmental bodies, and
responds to requests by Congress and state legislatures for analysis
of legislation to make government more accountable to the public.

In March 1982 GAP's Citizens Clinic became actively involved with
the Midland Nuclear Power Plant. A local citizens organization
asked GAP to pursue allegations from workers of major problems at
the Midland plant. After our preliminary investigation, we compiled
six affidavits which we filed with the NRC on June 29, 1982. Since
then we have filed four additional affidavits resulting from the
heating / ventilation / air conditionino (HVAC) system's quality assu-
rance breakdown revelations. We are also preparing an expanded
affidavits from one of our original witnesses, Mr. E. Earl Kent,

who has allege', serious welding construction problems at the
Midland site. Other alarming allegations, ranging from security
system. breakdowns to worker safety problems,have come to our atten-
tion recently. As a result, we have expanded our investigation of
the Midland plant.

As we are all paintfully aware, the most serious problam at Midland
is a construction flaw unprecedented within the nuclear industry.
The Midland site is plagued by a foundation soil settlement problem.

that has left the diesel generator building cracked, the auxiliary-
building unstable, and othe: sefety structures in serious jeopardy
of shifting or settling. The result has been a massive construction
boondoggle, which has not yet been, and may never be, sol *ed. It
has been characterized recently as " corporate mismanagement on a
massive scale" by the CBS National News.

The history of the soil settlement problers speaks all too clearly
to the disregard Midland's management has demonstrated. Not only
did Consumers and Bechtel take a risk by using improper fill and
inadequate compacting techniques that led to the foundation prob-
lems, they also misled the NRC about the risk they took. In 1979,

the NRC cited Consumers Power for a material false statement "in
that the fill used at the site was not the type stated in the FSAR
as having been used." In the strongly-worded recommendation from
the Director of the Division of Reactor Construction Inspection
(RCI), IE (now Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)) for enf orcement
action, Mr. Thornburg accurately described Bechtel's error in sub-
mitting the FSAR as "in careless disregard of the facts." (S ep t em-

| ber 27, 1979 memorandum.)

Although the NRC responded to the discovery of the soil settlement
problems decisively with a stop-work order on December 6, 1979,
Consumers Power Company and its contractor managed to find a legal

i loophole by which they could continue work. By requesting a public
hearing, using the process intended to protect the public, Midland
management has succeeded in protecting the utility's timetable in
disregard of the public health and safety.

i
l

|
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In fact, the NRC staff's own observations about how Bechtel and the
utility responded to unprecedented structural problems at a nuclear
power plant raises extreme apprehension among all of us. One such
observation was that:

CP and Bechtel are proceeding with construction of
remedial. measures on the foundation of the plant
without any review by the NRC staff and without'
any committal by the NRR as to the feasibility or
suitability of the proposed actions.q

I (January 21, 1980 Letter from E. J. Gallagh.er to G. Fiorelli, Chief,
Reactor Construction and Engineering Support Branch, re: Meeting
with Consumers Power Company.) Unfortunately for the residents of
Michigan, Midland's sensational soil settlement problems are not a
unique and unusual occurrence for the owners and builders of the
facility. Instead, these problems stem from a corporate attitude
that has disregarded the laws that ragulate atomic power and de-
emphasized quality assurance from the beginning of this project.

In fact, the original Midland licensing appeal panel members felt
so strongly about the QA violations discovered in a November 1973
IE inspection that Mr. L. Manning Muntzing, then Director of Regu-
lations, wrote a prophetic letter. He pointed out that even though
the Appeals Board could not take action on the IE. findings,

f ...the members of the Midland Appeals Board feel con-
straincd to record (1) their extreme dismay respectingi

this latest development; and (2) their firm belief
that more drastic action against Consumers Power and ,

its architect-engineer should be promptly considered.
In this connection, had the construction permit pro-

;
I ceeding still been before our Board at the time that
' the results of the November 6-8 inspection were an-

nounced, it is a virtual certainty that we would have
ordered forthwith a cessation of all construction
activi ti e s . . . .

(November 26, 1973 Letter from L. Manning Muntzing, Director of
Regulations, re: Quality Assurance Deficiencies Encountered at
Midland Facility, p. 2.) Mr. Muntzing's warning in 1973 should
have served as notice to both Bechtel and Consumers Power to re-.

solve their QA problems. Quite to the contrary, however, they
,

ignored the notice. 'So did the NRC staff! The QA problems at
,

Midland continued unabated.,

Both the 1979 and 1980 Systematic Assessment of Licensing Procedure
(SALP) reports give notice of further and expanded problems at
Midland. The problems identified then (lack of qualifications of
QC inspectors, continuation of work prior to corrective' action)

i
are similar to those cited as causes in the recent stop ork order.
(Attachments 1 and 2, re; Midland Stop-Work Orders, Dec. 82)

.

.- - -- _ --- - _ _ . -_ _ _ __ _ -- - -- - . - -- -
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The reports also included acknowledgements of excessive QA backlogs
and lack of timeliness. (SALP Report 1980.) Consumers Power Com-
pany's failure to learn from its mistakes passed the stage of ac-
cidental oversight long ago.

The lack of quality assurance at Midland has been a continuous
concern of the Regional Administrator, James G. Keppler. In the
spring of 1982 at the release of the 1981 SALP rating, Mr. Keppler
publicly reported that he was going to have to change his previous
testimony before the Atomic Safety Licensing Board in which he gave
his " reasonable assurance" that'the plant would be constructed in
accordance with nuclear construction regulations. 'His revised
testimony was submitted October 27, 1982. Although Mr. Keppler
did not withdraw or modify his original testimony- s'ubstantially,
he did refer to and attach a number of revealing staff memoranda.
I have attached these, as well as several articles surrounding
Mr. Keppler's testimony for your own review (Attachment #3). It is
clear that virtually all of the NRC ttaff working on Midland have
strong opinions about the lack of quality performance of Consumers
Power Company and its contractor, the Bechtel Corporation.

In July 1982 your committee issued its interim approval for the
remedial soils work on the Midland plant. ?s you are well aware,
that approval comes after a lengthy and controversial debate _re-

,
garding Consumers Power Company and Bechtel's ability to implement

i the complex and exacting underpinning construction that successful
completion of this project will require.

<

It was my understanding that before any work began on the underpinning
efforts that your committee would have the opportunity to, review the
independent audit that would ascertain the proper implementation of'

,

Consumers' Quality Assdrance Plan. Further, it was my understanding
that the audit methodology of this critical work was to be reviewed
publicly, allowing for citizen and public interest comments about
procedures to be used by the auditor in insuring compliance with
Consumers' QA plan. Certainly, at a minimum, I understood that the
ACRS had retained the authority to approve the actual beginning of
soils work. It appears that I was mistaken.

In perhaps one of the most arrogant NRC staff moves GAP has had
the misfortune to observe, the Region III staff has allowed the,s

irreversible soils underpinning work to begin. (See Attachment 4 .)
Not only does this action represent a total disregard for.the
ACRS's prudent position as set forth in its July letter, it also
indicates a total failure to respect the seriousness of the prob-
lems of public mistrust of the Midland plant.

It is simply too much to expect the public to retain any confidence
after the NRC's own revelations about " shoddy construction practices,";

" poor management," and " slipshod workmanship" ( Attachment 3 ) , and
the necessity of a subsequent major stop-work order resulting from

.- - -_ _ ._. .- - . . _ - - . . . . _
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an NRC investigation that revealed a quality assurance breakdown,
construction flaw =, unqualified / uncertified welders, questionable
material traceab,ility (Attachment 3), and the flip-flop " reasonable
assurance" of the Regional Administrator. These events of the past
few months follow a decade of construction failures, cost-overruns
and major setbacks -- all attesting to the questionable integrity
and ability of the licensee to safely construct a nuclear power
plant. '

;

It is clear that the major q'uestions concerning the underpinning
work undertaken by Consumers, as well as the extent of the damage
already done to the diesel generator building and auxiliary
building, cannot be answered until they are a " fait accompli".
Unfortunately for the residents of Central Michigan, Mr. Keppler's
statement from the Op'erating License hearing carries heavy con-
sequences:

Based upon (1) the third party assessments of the plant
which will be performed, (2) the increased NRC inspection

,

effort, and (3) the work au,thorization controls by the NRC,'

I believe that soils work at the Midland plant.may continue.
As demonstrated by the previous stop-work effected in the
remedial soils area, the staff will take whatever action is
necessary to assure that construction is in accordance with
applicable requirements and standards.-(Atch. 3, at 6)

Mr. Keppler's ideological views of his role in protecting the
public health and safety are disquieting however when those views;

are translated into his staff's refusal to honor their legislative
mandate. It is imperative that your committee respond swiftly.

You asked to review the audit plan, and Mr. Keppler made a commit-
ment to allow public review. Apparently Mr. Keppler has decided

; to relegate the public meeting to a press relations charade. For
i example, on October 22, 1982, and again on November 11, 1982, GAP

analysts prepared extensive comments about the independent audit
that the ACRS required. Although letters and public presentations
were informative, they failed to provide the key methodology needed

; for GAP to assess the adequacy of the program. When GAP investi-
gators attempted to pursue the questions at the public meeting,
they were told "to allow the NRC time to ask for those documents."
(NRC Open Meeting, Bethesda, Maryland, November 5, 1992.) Subse-
quently, GAP repeated the request in a November 11, 1982 letter -

.

( Attachmen t 5). Last week GAP received the NRC's response, over

j two-and-a-half months after the original request: "You may wish
to request access to the documents from Consumers Power." (See
Attachment 6.)

It is clear to us that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff
plans to evade or ignore requests made by GAP for the minimum

l

,w,. --- , - . _ , , . _ . - - , . - - . - - - , . . _ .- _ ---._.- - - - - - - -
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information it w! 11 take to enable us to complete a responsible -

review of the proposed independent audit. Currently, we are in-
volved in a Freedom of Information-Act suit against the NRC for
withholding documents that would have significantly altered the l

conclusions of an NRC investigation of the Zimmer case. Congressman |

Udall voiced his own request for an explanation of that affair. (See |

Attachment 7.)

Likewise, the NRC's handling of the Midland investigation demands
further explanation: .

--Why did Mr. Keppler give his " reasonable assurance" that
all was well at the Midland site when he was fully aware that
there were numerous major ongoing investigations, unresolved al-
legations of false statements by Consumers Power to the NRC, and
serious quality assurance deficiencies?

--Why did the NRC staff allow work to begin on the under-
| pinning work when it had already ccmmitted itself to a quality

assurance implementation audit and had not approved the audit
methodology or audit contractor?-

--Why has the investigation into the GAP allegations taken
six months so far, with no projected completion before the end
of March 19837

--Why has the NRC failed to produce the results of an
October-November inspection that resulted in a major work stoppage?

--efhy did Mr. Keppler override his staff's concerns and
recommendations in October about the Midland problems and grant

I his " reasonable assurance" that quality cssurance was under control?:

--Why has the NRC failed to release the " Secret Stipulauion"
reached between Mr. Keppler and Consumers Power in Spring 10817'
(It was originally requested by Ms. Barbara Stamaris, the citizen,

|
intervenor in the soil settlement hearings, and denies. A decision

on appeal of the denial is now overdue by almost 30 days.)

These questions about the Midland plant, and similar questions about
form the basis for growing public skepticism aboutother plants, adequately-the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's ability to regulate,

'

nuclear power. In Central Michigan this uneasiness and distrust
have led previously inactive citizens and local government bodies
to become involved in their own protection. In fact, every single

hearing or license associated with the nuclear power plant going
into operation is being contested.

,

The Inge r soll Township and the Saginaw City Council, along withunions and individuals, havevarious other citizen organizations,
signed or passed a resolution opposed to the plant.

The Tittabawassee

- - . - _-_ - _ _ , _ _, _
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Township Board is opposing Consumers Power Company's waste water !

discharge permit. The Michigan Attorney General is an intervenor '

|in the rate case in opposition to allowing Midland in the ~ rate
base. Citizen intervenors Mary Sinclair and Barbara Stamaris
continue to struggle upstream in a twaringprocess that has been
characterized as "the New York Jets against your local high
school football team."*

The entire NRC process has grown so absuni that Ms. Stamaris is;

re-evaluating the benefit of her efforts within the hearing pro-
cess. (See Attachment 8.) GAP has turned to Congress for assis-
tance in obtaining answers to questions the NRC staff cannot or
will not answer. Nuclear workers have become more and.more dis-
enchanted with the ability or willingness of the NRC' staff to
investigate their allegations, turning instead to GAP, Congress,
the media or law enforcement agencies. One such worker, whose
affidavit I have attached as Attachment 9, turned in his allegations
to the NRC through GAP in June 1982. He' waited for over five months
for an OI inspector.

The February 6-8, 1969 summary of the 106th ACRS Meeting on the
Midland plant states:

The Committee considers the sits proposed to be un-
acceptable for use with reactor plants designed and
analyzed as presently described in the PSAR. However,

3

it believes that the site may be acceptable for use
;

with reactor plants of the proposed power rating if
(1) The facility is equipped with adequate engineered
safety features and protective systems; (2) the. faci-
lity is analyzed sufficiently conservatively - parti-
cularly in respect to: determination of exclusion area

| and low population zone; assurance of low potential
doses at short distances from the reactor in the un-
likely event of a serious accident; evaluation of the

i number and location of people who could be safely and
! quickly evacuated in such an event; and, use of assump-
j tions, for example those related to meterology, in dose

|
calculations; (3) the facility is designed, constructed,

i and utilized sufficiently conservatively; and (4) the
! facility is provided with thoroughly structured, ef-

fective emergency plans, including evacuation plans.
|
' Thirteen years later this ACRS is faced with one of the five

worst nuclear plants in the country (see William Dircks testi-
mony before Congress, May, 1981 ), unprecedented construction

|,
flaws, a massive quality assurance breakdown, a pattarn of false

undevelopedstatements and broken trust, and -- as of yet --

evacuation plans.

|
* Judge Louis Carter's tertimony in front of the Subcommittee on Energy Con-
servation and Power of the Committee on Energy and Commerce, September 24,L

1982. Judge Carter was the Administrative Judge in the ASLB hearings sur-
rounding t..e Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant.

|
t
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We urge you to act according to your mandate and aggressively
pursue a leadership role in holding Consumers Power Company
accountable for public safety.

Sincerely,
.

BILLIE PIRNER GARDE
i

- Director, Citizens Clinic for
Accountable Government

BPG/mcy

Attachments

. .

,-


